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As wireless spectrum efficiency is becoming increasingly important with the growing de-
mands for wideband wireless service scheduling algorithm plays an important role in the 
design of advanced wireless networks. Opportunistic scheduling algorithms for wireless 
communication networks under different QoS constraints have gained popularity in recent 
years since they have potentials of achieving higher system performance. In this disser-
tation firstly we formulate the framework of opportunistic scheduling algorithms. Then 
we propose three new opportunistic scheduling schemes under different QoS criteria and 
situations (single channel or multiple channel). 
1. Temporal fairness opportunistic scheduling algorithm in the short term 
We replicate the temporal fairness opportunistic scheduling algorithm in the long 
term. From simulation results we find that this algorithm improves the system 
performance and complies with the temporal fairness constraint in the long term. 
However, the disadvantage of this algorithm is that it is unfair from the beginning 
of simulation to 10000 time slot on system resource (time slots) allocation - we say 
it is unfair in the short term. With such a scheme, it is possible that some users 
with bad channel conditions would starve for a long time (more than a few seconds) , 
which is undesirable to certain users (say, real-time users). So we propose the new 
scheme called temporal fairness opportunistic scheduling algorithm in the short term 
to satisfy users ' requirements of system resource in both short term and long term. 
Our simulation results show that the new scheme performs well with respect to both 
temporal fairness constraint and system performance improvement. 
2. Delay-concerned opportunistic scheduling algorithm 
While most work has been done on opportunistic scheduling algorithm under fairness 
constraints on user level, we consider users' packetdelay in opportunistic scheduling. 
Firstly we examine the packet delay performance under the long term temporal 
fairness opportunistic scheduling (TFOL) algorithm. We also simulate the earliest 
deadline-first (EDF) scheduling algorithm in the wireless environment. We find that 
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the disadvantage of opportunistic scheduling algorithm is that it is unfair in packet 
delay distribution because it results in a bias for users with good channel conditions 
in packet delay to improve system performance. Under EDF algorithm, packet delay 
of users with different channel conditions is almost the same but the problem is that 
it is worse than the opportunistic scheduling algorithm. So we propose another new 
scheme which considers both users' channel conditions and packet delay. Simulation 
results show that the new scheme works well with respect to both system performance 
improvement and the balance of packet delay distribution. 
3. Utilitarian fairness scheduling algorithm in multiple wireless channel networks 
Existing studies have so far focused on the design of scheduling algorithm in the 
single wireless communication network under the fairness constraint. A common 
assumption of existing designs is that only a single user can access the channel 
at a given time slot. However, spread spectrum techniques are increasingly being 
deployed to allow multiple data users to transmit simultaneously on a relatively 
small number of separate high-rate channels. Not much work has been done on 
the scheduling algorithm in the multiple wireless channel networks. Furthermore 
in wire-line network, when a certain amount of resource is assigned to a user, it 
guarantees that the user gets some amount of performance, but in wireless network 
this point is different because channel conditions are different among users. Hence, 
in wireless channel the user 's performance does not directly depend on its allocation 
of system resource. Finally the opportunistic scheduling mechanism for wireless 
communication networks is gaining popularity because it utilizes the "multi-user 
diversity" to maximize the system performance. So, considering these three points 
in the fourth section, we propose utilitarian fairness scheduling algorithm in multiple 
wireless channel networks. Utilitarian fairness is to guarantee that every user can get 
its performance requirement which is pre-defined. The proposed criterion fits in with 
wireless networks. We also use the opportunistic scheduling mechanism to maximize 
system performance under the utilitarian fairness constraint . Simulation results show 
that the new scheme works well in both utilitarian fairness and utilitarian efficiency 
of system resource in the multiple wireless channel situation. 
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~ireless communication is one of the most active areas of technology development of our 
time. This development is being driven primarily by the transformation of what has been 
largely a medium for supporting voice telephony into a medium for supporting other ser-
vices, such as the transmission of video, images, text, and data. The demand for new 
wireless capacity is growing at a very rapid pace. Although there are, of course, still 
a great many technical problems to be solved in wireline communications, demands for 
additional wireline capacity can be fulfilled largely with the addition of new private in-
frastructure , such as additional optical fiber , routers , switches, and so on. On the other 
hand, the traditional resources that have been used to add capacity to wireless systems are 
radio bandwidth and transmitter power. Unfortunately, these two resources are among 
the most severely limited in the deployment of modern wireless networks: radio bandwidth 
because of the very tight situation with regard to useful radio spectrum, and transmitter 
power because mobile and other portable services require the use of battery power, which 
is limite~However, over the last two decades, there has been a tremendous growth in the 
number of users of wireless communication networks. These users are becoming increas-
ingly sophisticated and require various services that can provide performance guarantees 
or Quality of Service. Hence, there is a substantial interest in providing high data rate ser-
vices with heterogeneous QoS requirements. Compared with voice services, these services 
have complicated characteristics [3] [4] . This, coupled with a rapid growth in the demand 
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for wireless services, makes it difficult to estimate the required capacity accurately, due 
to the highly bursty characteristic of these services and occasional congestion within the 
network. Unfortunately, the system resource is simply not growing or growing at rates 
that can support anticipated demands of wireless capacity. Hence, appropriate resource 
allocation mechanisms are needed to design systems that are stable, efficient, and are able 
to provide users with QoS . 
1.1 Overview of resource allocation in w ireless networks 
The first generation (IG) wireless networks are analog systems that used Frequency Di-
vision Multiple Access (FDMA) and accommodated only voice services. In the second 
generation (2G) wireless networks the digital technologies such as speech cod~ng and band-
width efficient modulation techniques are used. Both IG and 2G wireless systems focus 
on voice services. The 3G and future wireless networks are designed to provide high data 
rate multimedia services. The services requiring high data rate in wireline networks such 
as video and email are expected to be supported in future generation networks as well. 
These services have diverse QoS requirements while most services in IG and 2G wireless 
system are voice services that have the same QoS requirement. The voice service requires 
stringent delay bounds but relatively low data rate. File transmission service such as email 
do not require stringent delay bounds but stable data rate while video service needs high 
data rate and stringent delay bounds. Those services with different QoS requirements 
are expected to be provided in future wireless networks. Furthermore, services are highly 
asymmetric in the fourth and future generation wireless networks: downlink transmission 
is more important than uplink transmission. Hence, resource in downlink could become 
more precious. This implies that the efficient resource management of downlink is an 
important issue in future generation wireless networks. Also the various characteristics of 
services expected to be provided in the future wireless system make the resource manage-





Multiple access techniques allow a communication medium to be shared among differ-
ent users. In particular, three basic multiple access techniques, i.e., frequency-division 
multiple access (FDMA), time-division mUltiple access (TDMA) , and code division mul-
tiple access (CDMA) [5], [6], are used in centralized networks. First generation systems 
are analog systems that use FDMA technique. TDMA and CDMA techniques are imple-
mented in the second and third generation systems. In the second generation systems, the 
Global Standard for Mobile Communication (GSM) in Europe, the Personal Digital Cellu-
lar (PDC) in Japan, and the IS-136 in United States employ TDMA technique, while the 
IS-95 in United States uses CDMA technique. In the third generation systems, wideband 
CDMA (WCDMA) [7], [8], which evolves from GSM is specified in Europe and Japan while 
CDMA2000 [9], which evolves from IS-95, is specified in North America. The main goals 
of 3G systems are to provide universal access and global roaming, and to support high 
data rate multimedia services up to 2Mbps. In this dissertation we consider the TDMA 
system in chapter 3. In chapters 4 and 5, the T-CDMA is simulated. 
Call admission control(CAC) 
The challenges in the wireless networks are to guarantee quality of service requirements 
while taking into account the radio frequency spectrum limitations and radio propagation 
impairments. Call admission control is one method to manage radio resource in order to 
utilize radio resources efficiently and as many users as possible should be admitted into the 
system. However, if the number of admitted mobile users is too large, their requirement 
of QoS cannot be guaranteed. Hence, an objective of call admission control is to maintain 
a certain level of quality of service for existing users by admitting or rejecting requests 
of new arriving users, while admitting as many users as possible to maximize the system 
capacity. 
In traditional FDMA and TDMA systems, CAC is simple, since there are a maximum 
number of channels that can be allocated to mobiles. When a new user arrives, the system 
only has to check the number of available channels. If there are a sufficient number of 
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available channels to accommodate the new call, the user is accepted. Otherwise, it is 
rejected. Empirical studies [10] have shown that a typical user is far more irritated when 
an ongoing call is dropped than a call blocked from the beginning. Thus, most of the effort 
of the CAC in FDMA and TDMA systems is devoted to handling handoff calls. Various 
handoff prioritizing schemes have been proposed in [11], [12]. These handoffs are closely 
related to CAC. 
Contrary to FDMA and TDMA systems that have a "hard" capacity, CDMA systems 
have a "soft" capacity, since there is no concept of a maximum available number of chan-
nels in CDMA systems. The capacity in CDMA system is determined by the interference 
level. As more users are admitted, the interference to existing users is increased and the 
required QoS level of the calls may not be satisfactory. Thus, CAC in CDMA system can 
be treated as interference management. There has been a great deal of work done on CAC 
in CDMA systems [13], [14], [15]. 
Power control 
~tabliShing and maintaining communication links is the most important function of ra-
dio resource management. In wireless systems, due to the propagation environment and 
the mobility of the users , the signal strength at the receiver level fluctuates significantly, 
and only by controlling transmitted power, communication links can be maintained at 
the desired QoS level. Power control is also used to decrease power consumption to in-
crease battery life and decrease interference to other mobiles. Therefore, power control 
is an important resource management function in wireless networks, and other resource 
management schemes are closely related to it. 
In FDMA [16] and TDMA based cellular networks, power control is used to manage co-
channel interference improving resource reuse and increasing capacity. In CDMA cellular 
networks, power control is focused on balancing the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio 
(SINR) of mobiles at the base station [17], [18], [19], [20D Power control is an effective 
method to eliminate the near-far effect. The "near-far" effect is: if all mobiles transmit 
signal at the same level, mobiles that are closer to the base-station cause significant in-
4 
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terference to mobiles at the boundary of the cell and QoS requirements of mobiles at the 
boundary of the cell cannot be satisfied.~ future generation wireless networks, services 
in the same network have diverse QoS requirements and, thus, power must be allocated 
to each mobile considering its own QoS reqUirements] 
Handoff 
Mobility is the most important feature of a wireless cellular communication system. Usu-
ally, continuous service is achieved by supporting handoff from one cell to another. Hand-
off is the process of changing the channel (FDMA-frequency, TDMA-time slot, CDMA-
spreading code, or combination of them) associated with the current connection while a 
call is in progress . It is often initiated either by crossing a cell boundary or by a deterio-
ration in quality of the signal in the current channel. Handoff is divided into two broad 
categories: hard and soft handoffs [21], [22], [23]. They are also characterized by "break 
before make" and "make before break". In hard handoffs , current resources are released 
before new resources are used; in soft handoffs, both existing and new resources are used 
during the handoff process. Poorly designed handoff schemes tend to generate very heavy 
signaling traffic and, thereby, a dramatic decrease in quality of service. The reason why 
handoffs are critical in cellular communication systems is that neighboring cells are always 
using a disjoint subset of frequency bands, so negotiations must take place between the 
mobile station (MS), the current serving base station (BS) , and the next potential BS. 
Other related issues such as decision making and priority strategies during overloading 
might influence the overall performance [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. 
Data rate adaptation 
Voice-centric cellular systems are designed to provide good coverage for telephony ser-
vices. In such a system, a minimum required signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) 
is guaranteed over at 90-95 percent of the coverage area. Contrary to voice services that 
require constant bit rates and stringent delay bounds, data services have diverse charac-
teristics. Some of them are variable bit rate services and do not require stringent delay 
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bounds. Thus, such services can have variable bit rates for transmission. Generally, the 
required power to maintain the SINR at a fixed level increases with an increase in the data 
rate. For packet data service, larger SINR can be used to provide higher data rates by 
reducing coding or spreading and/ or increasing the constellation density. Research shows 
that cellular spectral efficiency (in term of b/ s/ Hz/sector) can be increased by a factor of 
two or more if users with better links are served at higher data rates [29] . 
(fu TDMA wireless networks, data rate adaptation is done by time-slot aggregation, adap-
tive modulation, adaptive coding, and incremental redundancy. In a time-slot, by ad-
justing the modulation levels, the number of bits that can be transmitted in a symbol is 
adjusted. In general, the number of symbols that can be transmitted in a time-slot is fixed 
and , thus, the data rate can be adjusted by using adaptive modulation. Also, by adjusting 
the coding levels, the number of redundancy bits that are required to control the error 
can be adjusted, which implies that the number of information bits that are transmitted 
in a packet can be adjusted by using adaptive coding] 
In CDMA rate' adaptation is achieved through a combination of variable spreading, cod-
ing and code aggregation. Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) [5], [6] and CDMA2000 [9] sys-
tems achieve higher rates through a combination of variable spreading and coding. The 
WCDMA standards support data rates up to 2.048 Mbps in 5 MHz bands. In IS-95B code 
aggregation is used to support data rates up to 76.8 kbps. Variable spreading is achieved 
by adjusting the data rate while fixing the chip rate. 
Research shows that fast rate adaptation is required to achieve high capacity on the 
fast fading channel [30]. In IS-856 [31], [32], the pilot bursts provide the mobile users 
with the means to estimate accurately and rapidly the channel conditions. Among other 
parameters, each mobile user estimates the received number of all resolvable multipath 
components and predicts the effective received SINR. This channel state information is 
then fed back to the base station via the reverse link data rate request channel (DRC) 
and updated as often as every 1. 67ms. 
Channel condition feedback is important to rate adaptation [30]. In CDMA systems, 
pilot strength measurements are used to estimate the SINR at the receiver. In IS-95B 
6 
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and cdma2000, pilot strength measurements are provided to the base station through the 
pilot strength measurement message (PSMM) or included in the supplemental channel 
request message (SCRM). In both GPRS and EGPRS systems, measurement reports are 
included in supervisory automatically repeat request (ARQ) status messages. In TDMA 
systems, channel quality is estimated at the receiver and the information is provided to the 
transmitter through appropriately defined messages. The measurement report message in 
WCDMA additionally include block error rate, bit error rate (BER), received power, path 
loss, and downlink SINR measurements. 
Scheduling 
Scheduling controls the order of service for each individual user. Hence, it controls each 
individual service most directly. In wireline networks, scheduling schemes can be classified 
as work-conserving and nonwork-conserving schemes [33] . In a work-conserving scheme, 
if there is a packet to send in the queue, the server never idles [34], [35], [36], while in a 
nonwork-conserving scheme, even though there may be packets waiting to be transmitted 
in the queue, if there is no eligible packet to send, they are not served [37]. Hence, in gen-
eral, a work-conserving scheme provides a higher average throughput and a lower average 
delay than a nonwork-conserving scheme. This is the reason why most efforts have so far 
been devoted to developing work-conserving scheduling schemes. Moreover, in many cases, 
the end-to-end delay bound is the more important QoS parameter than the average delay. 
Hence, there have recently been several proposals for the nonwork-conserving scheduling 
scheme [38]. The scheduling structure in downlink system of wireline network is shown in 
Fig. l.1 
In this dissertation we focus on the downlink system in cell-structured wireless networks. 
In Fig. l.l.1 each user has a buffer in the base station. When users request the data from 
base station (n is the number of users), datal packets will be reserved in their corresponding 
buffers in the base station. Then the scheduler decides which user will be served (in TDMA 
system in one time slot only one user can be selected, in CDMA system several users can 














Figure 1.1: Scheduling diagram in downlink system 
Scheduling algorithms which try to seek some fairness criterion are called fair schedul-
ing, In the following, we are going to describe the fairness criterion in wireline net-
works briefly [34], [35].Consider a link that is being shared by a set F of data flows 
(users). Consider also that each flow f E F has a rate weight (J f Each time instant t the 
rate allocated to a backlogged flow (nonempty flow) f is if XC(t) . ,where B(t) is the set 
iE B (t ) u , 
of nonempty queues and C(t) is the link capacity at time t . Scheduler serves backlogged 
flows in proportion to their rate weights. Specifically, for any time interval [tl , t2] during 
which there is no change in the set of backlogged flows B(tl, t2), the channel capacity 
granted to each flow i , W(tl , t2) , satisfies the following property: 
The above definition of fair scheduling (fair queueing) is applicable to both channels with 
constant capacity and channels with time varying capacity. Since packet switched net-
works allocate channel access at the granularity of packets rather than bits, packetized 
scheduling algorithms must approximate the fluid modeL The goal of a packetized schedul-
ing algorithm is to minimize I Wi ~~ .t2) - Wj ~~ .t2 ) I for any two backlogged flows i and j 
over an arbitrary time window [tl , t2]' This fairness criterion is also called Generalized 




1. Fairness among backlogged flows. 
2. Bounded delay channel access. 
3. Throughput guarantee. 
4. Provide full separation between flows: flows (users) are unaffected by the 
behaviour of other flows (users). 
In Fig. 1.1 users' channel conditions are the same and constant all the time because it 
is a wireline system. But in wireless system the channel condition is time varying. So 
the scheduling algorithms in wireline networks cannot be adapted to wireless systems 
directly because there are unique characteristics in the wireless system. Some of these 
characteristics are: 
• Location-dependent and time-varying wireless link capacity 
In wireless networks, the channel conditions of mobile users are time varying and 
location-dependent. It is well known that radio signals propagate according to three 
mechanisms: reflection, diffraction, and scattering [10]. In free space, signal strength 
decays with the square of the path length. The signal received by a mobile user is a 
superposition of time-shifted and attenuated versions of transmitted signal. Radio 
propagation are related to three near independent phenomena: path-loss variation, 
slow log-normal shadowing, and fast multipath-fading. Path loss is caused by dissi-
pation of the power radiated by the transmitter. Path loss models generally assume 
that path loss is the same at a given transmit-receive distance [39]. Shadowing is 
caused by obstacles between the transmitter and receiver that absorb power [40], [41]. 
When the obstacle absorbs all the power, the signal is blocked. Variation due to 
path loss occurs over very large distances (100-1000 meters) , whereas variation due 
to shadowing occurs over distances proportional to the length of the obstructing ob-
ject (10-100 meters in outdoor environments and less in indoor environments). Since 
variations due to path loss and shadowing occur over a relatively large distance, this 
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variation is sometimes referred to as large-scale propagation effects or local mean at-
tenuation. Variation due to multipath occurs over very short distances, on the order 
of the signal wavelength, so these variations are sometimes referred to as small-scale 
propagation effects or multi path fading. Furthermore, a user receives interference 
from other transmissions, which is time-varying; and background noise is also con-
stantly varying. Hence, users ' channel conditions are location dependent and time 
varying . 
• Multiuser diversity 
Mutiuser diversity is a form of diversity inherent in a wireless network, provided by 
independent time-varying channels across the different users. As we described in last 
section user 's channel conditions are location-dependent and time-varying. Hence, if 
there are many users in the same cell, because of the mobility and different positions 
in the cell, users will experience different channel conditions. Signal to interference 
plus noise ratio (SINR) is a commonly used measure of channel conditions. Fig. 1.2 
shows the time varying SINR of three mobile users. 
• If the same resource is given to different users, the resultant network performance 
(e.g. throughput) could be different from user to user. 
In wireline networks when a certain amount of resource is assigned to a user , it is 
equivalent to granting the user a certain amount of throughput/performance value. 
However, the situation is different in wireless networks. For example, consider if the 
same amount of resource (power, time-slots, etc.) is allocated to user 2 and user 3 
in Fig. 1.2 from 0 second to 10 second, it is likely that the throughput of user 2 will 
be much larger than that of 3. This is because during this time user 2 has a much 
better channel condition than user 3. So there is no direct relation between resource 
assignment and performance of users. 
• channel errors are location-dependent and bursty in nature. 









Figure 1.2: Three users' time-varying SINR 
1.2 Motivation 
Efficiently utilizing the scarce system resource to satisfy different QoS requirement of users 
is one of the most important issues in future generation wireless networks. Scheduling 
algorithm plays a critical role in resource allocation. Hence, in this dissertation we study 
scheduling algorithms in wireless communication networks. In the last section we showed 
that the scheduling schemes from the wireline domain cannot carryover to wireless systems 
because wireless channel has unique characteristics. These characteristics can be exploited 
to improve the efficiency of the scheduling algorithm. 
Because channel conditions are time-varying, if users are served when they experience 
better channel conditions, they will have higher quality of service/ performance. Research 
shows that cellular spectral efficiency (in terms of b/s/ Hz/ sector) can be increased by a 
factor of two or more if users with better links are picked up at a higher data rate [31]. 
Hence, a good scheduling algorithm in wireless should be able to exploit the variability of 
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channel conditions to achieve higher utilization of the resource. 
Different users have independent time-varying channels in wireless networks, which is 
called multiuser diversity. To maximize the system performance/ throughput , Knopp and 
Humblet [42] have shown that the optimal strategy is to schedule at anyone time only 
the user with the best channel condition to transmit to the base station. This is based 
on the fact that in a wireless system with many users, whose channel conditions vary 
independently, there is likely to be a user whose channel condition is near its peak at any 
one time. Overall system throughput is maximized by allocating at any time the common 
channel resource to the user who can best utilize it . Hence a good scheduling algorithm 
should take advantage from multiuser diversity. 
However, although the system performance/ throughput is maximized by only scheduling 
the user with the best channel condition, it will incur unfairness. This is because some 
users always experience good channel conditions and some users always experience bad 
channel conditions, like user 1 and user 3 in Fig. 1.2. Hence, for maximizing system 
performance, only selecting the users with better channel conditions will starve users with 
bad channel conditions from resource access. For example, in Fig. 1.2 user 3 has worse 
channel condition than user 1 and user 2 all the time. If only scheduling users with 
good channel conditions, user 1 and 2 will be always selected. Hence, user 3's quality of 
service cannot be guaranteed. A good scheduling algorithm in wireless networks should be 
"fair" to all users. In our thesis two kinds of fairness criterion are introduced: temporal 
and utilitarian [43], [44] . Temporal fairness is that each user gets a fair share of system 
resource, and utilitarian fairness means that each user gets a certain share of overall system 
performance. We will discuss them in detail in chapter 3 and chapter 5. 
Two classes of scheduling algorithms which take these characteristics into account have 
been proposed. One is named wireline extension wireless scheduling (WEWS) algo-
rithm [45] , [46], [47] , [48], [49] and the other one is opportunistic scheduling algo-
rithm [50], [51], [52], [53] , [54], [55](we will describe them in detail in chapter 2). In 
wireline extension wireless scheduling algorithms the characteristics of wireless channel 
are treated as a negative factor which should be subdued. On the other hand, the op-
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portunistic scheduling algorithms utilize wireless characteristics to improve the system 
performance. So we choose the latter one as our topic. A great deal of work has been 
done on scheduling algorithms in wireless system, but none of them is perfect. Hence, 
based on the disadvantages of these algorithms, we propose a new scheme. 
1.3 Dissertation overview 
The outline for the remainder of this dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2, two classes 
of scheduling algorithms are described. We start describing the structure for each class of 
scheduling algorithm. Then we explain the function of each component in the structure. 
Following the description of each structure, a literature survey of corresponding scheduling 
algorithm is given. We analyze these algorithms according to the structures. The general 
formulation of opportunistic scheduling problems is also given. 
In chapter 3, temporal fairness opportunistic scheduling algorithm of long term (TFOL) 
given in [43J is considered. We simulate this algorithm in two environments. The first one 
is an actual cell in which path loss and shadowing are taken into account to calculate users' 
channel conditions. In the second simulation environment, users' channel conditions are 
assumed to be time-correlated Gaussian process with different mean and variance. From 
the simulation results, we observe TFOL algorithm is not fair in the short term. So we 
present a new scheme called term temporal fairness algorithm of short term (TFOS) . Some 
analysis of this algorithm is given. Then through the simulation we compare it to TFOL 
to examine how it works in the short term on temporal fairness. 
In chapter 4, firstly the system model is given. Then the simulation results of packet 
delay distribution and packet drop ratio in temporal fairness opportunistic scheduling al-
gorithm of long term (TFOL) are given. We also simulate earliest deadline first (EDF) 
scheduling algorithm works in wireless environment. Simulation shows that in TFOL users 
with good channel conditions have much better performance on packet delay than users 
who always experience relatively bad channel conditions. On the other hand, under the 
EDF algorithm, packet delay distribution of users is almost the same, but it is worse than 
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the opportunistic scheduling algorithm because it does not consider users ' channel condi-
tions. So we propose a new scheme called "channel concerned opportunistic scheduling 
algorithm" which considers both users channel conditions and packet delay. Then the 
simulation result on packet delay, temporal fairness and users ' performance are given. 
In chapter 5, we consider the opportunistic scheduling problem in multiple wireless channel 
networks. Firstly, we introduce our system model and formulate utilitarian fairness crite-
rion mathematically. Then we present this scheduling problem mathematically. After this , 
an optimal algorithm is given and several properties of this algorithm are discussed. Then 
we explain how to update the fairness related parameter. Lastly, we present simulation 
results . 
Finally, conclusions are drawn and topics for future work are discussed in Chapter 6. 
1.4 Original contribution in this dissertation 
The original contributions is this dissertation include: 
1. In chapter 2, we present a general structure of opportunistic scheduling algorithm. 
We also formulate the general opportunistic scheduling problem mathematically in 
both the long and short term. 
2. In chapter 3, we propose a new scheme named "temporal fairness opportunistic 
scheduling algorithm in short term (TFOS)". Some analysis is done on this scheme. 
Simulation shows that our new scheme satisfies the temporal fairness of short term, 
while exploiting wireless channel to improve the system performance. 
3. In chapter 4, we examine the TFOL and earliest deadline delay first (EDF) algorithm 
on delay performance on packet level. Through the simulation results , we observe 
that TFOL does not take packet delay into account and EDF does not consider users' 
channel conditions. So a new scheme, which takes both users ' channel conditions 
(in opportunistic way) and packet delay into account called "delay-concerned oppor-
tunistic scheduling algorithm", is proposed. By analysis, we know that in the new 
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scheme packet delay factor and channel conditions have the same power. Through 
the simulation results, we observe that the new scheme not only balances packet 
delay distribution of different users, but also exploits the characteristic of wireless 
channel to improve the system performance. 
4. In chapter 5, utilitarian fairness criterion is considered. And an opportunistic 
scheduling algorithm under the utilitarian fairness constraint in multiple wireless 
channel system is proposed. Properties of this algorithm are given by analysis. Sim-
ulation results show that the new scheme fulfils utilitarian fairness criterion, while 
utilizing system resource efficiently to improve system performance. 
Parts of this dissertation have been presented and submitted for the following conference 
and journals. 
• R. Yin, D. Dawoud, Hj . Xu, "Opportunistic Scheduling Algorithms in Wireless Com-
munication Networks", Proceeding of IEEE International Conference on Telecom-
munication (IEEE ICT) 2005, Cape town, South Africa, May, 2005. 
• R. Yin, D. Dawoud, Hj. Xu, "Delay Concerned Opportunistic Scheduling Algorithm 
in Wireless Communication Networks" , Poceeding of South African Telecommunica-
tions Networks and Applications Conference (SATNAC 2005) , Champagne Sports, 
Drakensberg, South Africa, Sept 2005. 
• R. Yin, D. Dawoud, Hj, Xu, "Utilitarian Fairness Constraint Opportunistic Schedul-
ing Algorithm in Multiple Wireless Channel System" , Submitted to IEEE 2005 
Global Communications Conference (Globalcom 2005). St. Louis, Missouri, USA, 
November 2005, not published. 
• R. Yin, D. Dawoud, Hj , Xu, "Delay Concerned Opportunistic Scheduling Algorithm 




Scheduling algorithms in wirelss 
communication networks 
In wire-line network, scheduling algorithm has long been a popular paradigm for achieving 
instantaneous fairness and bounded delays in channel access. However, adapting wireline 
scheduling algorithms to the wireless domain is nontrivial because of the unique charac-
teristics of the wireless channel, such as location and time dependancy, channel contention 
and multiuser diversity. Consequently the scheduling algorithms for wireline networks do 
not apply directly to wireless networks. 
2.1 Wireline Extension Wireless Scheduling Algorithms 
Several wireline scheduling algorithms have been developed [45], [46], [47], [48], [49] 
for adapting the wireless domain, so we call them wireline extension wireless scheduling 
algorithms(WEWS) . In this class of scheduling algorithms the wireless links between a 
base station and each of the mobile hosts are independent. Furthermore a two State-
Markov channel model is used for the state of a wireless link, which is in either one of the 
two states: good (or error-free state or bad (or error) state. In a good state, the wireless 
link is assumed to be error-free and it works like a wire line link. If a link is in a bad 
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state data cannot be transmitted on the link at all. The goal of this class of scheduling , 
algorithms is to make short bursts of location-dependent channel error transparent to users 
by a dynamic reassignment of channel allocation over small time scales. The idea is to 
swap channel access between a backlogged flow (user) that perceives channel error and 
backlogged flows (users) that do not , with the intention of reclaiming the channel access 
for the former when it perceives a good channel. 
Wireless scheduling seeks to provide the same service to flows in a wireless environment 
as traditional scheduling algorithm does in wire line environment. This implies providing 
bounded delay access to each flow and providing full separation between flows. However, 
in the presence of location-dependent channel error (due to different physical locations, 
some mobile hosts may enjoy error-free communication with the base station, while others 
may not be able to pick up communications with the base station at all, this is a so-
called location-dependent error) , the ability to provide short-term fairness will be violated. 
@ hannel utilization can be significantly improved by swapping channel access between 
error-prone and error-free flows at any tim~This will provide long-term fairness but not 
instantaneous fairness . Since we need to compromise a complete separation (the degree 
to which the service of one flow is unaffected by the behaviour and channel conditions of 
another flow) between flows in order to improve efficiency, wireless scheduling necessarily 
provides a somewhat less stringent quality of service than wire line scheduling. In [1] the 
author defined the quality of service that this class of scheduling algorithms typically seeks 
to satisfy: 
1. Short-term fairness among flows that perceive a clean channel and long-
term fairness for flow with bounded channel error (comparison with the 
error-free channel, the error-prone flows can catch up when their channels 
are error-free). 
2. Delay bound for packets. 
3. Short-term throughput bounds for flows with error-free channels and 
long-term throughput bounds for all flows with bounded channel error. 
4. Support for both delay-sensitive and error-sensitive data flow. 
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The short term fairness ensures that channel allocation is fair among backlogged flows that 
are able to transmit packets (good channel conditions) . The long term fairness further 
specifies that even if a flow has received additional service in a previous time window, its 
degradation of service in any subsequent time window must be graceful, i.e. a flow that 
has received excess service in the past must not be starved of channel access at any time 
in the future . The delay bound is subject to the fact that channel error is bounded for any 
flow over some time period. Property four is very useful for handling both delay sensitive 
and error sensitive flows (users) . 
We define the error-free service of a flow as the service that it would have received at the 
same time if all channels had been error-free, under identical offered loads. A flow is said 
to be leading if it has received channel allocation in excess of its error-free service. A flow 
is said to be lagging if it has received channel allocation less than its error-free service. If 
a flow is neither leading nor lagging, it is said to be "in sync", since it's channel allocation 
is exactly the same as its error-free service. 
2.2 The Framework of WEWS Algorithms [1] 
In [1] the author presented a generic framework for WEWS algorithms and identified the 
key components of the framework. 
2.2.1 Components of the Framework 
As shown in Fig. 2.1, this class of wireless scheduling algorithms involves the following 
five components: 
1. Error-free service model: defines an ideal service model assuming no channel er-
rors (works like in wireline system) . This is used as a reference model for channel 
allocation. 
2. Lead and lag model: determines which flows are leading or lagging their error-free 
service, and by how much. 
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Users' flows 
Select the flow 
according to error-free 
service reference 
Compensation 
Justify and select the 
I- Channel condition r- eligible one, then 
component 
update the lead/lag of 
estimation 
all flows 
Transmit the packet 
from the select flow 
(maybe not the select 
flow from error-free 
service reference) 
Figure 2.1: Generic framework for WEWS algorithms 
3. Compensation model: compensates lagging flows that perceive an error-free channel 
at the expense of leading flows, and thus addresses the key issues of bursty and 
location-dependent channel error in wireless channel access. 
4. Slot queue and packet queue decoupling: allows for the support of both delay-
sensitive and error-sensitive flows in a single framework and also decouples connection-
level packet management policies from link-level packet scheduling policies. 
5. Channel monitoring and prediction: provides a (possibly inaccurate) measurement 
and estimation of the channel state at any time instant for each backlogged flow. 
2.2.2 Function for Each Components 
In this section we explain the function of each component in the framework, as given in [1]. 
• Error-free service model 
The error free service model provides a reference for how much service a flow should 
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receive in an ideal error-free channel environment . As mentioned before, the goal of 
WEWS algorithms is to approximate the error-free service model by making short 
channel errors transparent to a user, and only exposing prolonged channel errors to 
the flow. 
• Lead and lag model 
The leading flows are the users with the actual received services more than idealized 
service (error-free service) and the lagging flows are the users with actual received 
service less than the idealized service. The author in [1] defines the lag of a lagging 
flow as the amount of additional service to which it is entitled in the future in order 
to compensate for lost service in the past , whereas the lead of a leading flow as the 
amount of additional service that the flow has to relinquish in future in order to 
compensate for additional service received in the past. 
• Compensation model 
The compensation model is the key component of wireless scheduling algorithms. It 
determines how lagging flows make up their lag and how leading flows give up their 
lead. Leading flows are required to give up some of the slots that are allocated to 
them in error-free service so that lagging flows can use these slots to reduce their 
lag. 
• Slot queues and packet queues 
Wire line scheduling algorithms assign tags to packets as soon as they arrive, which 
works well if we assume no channel error, i.e., a scheduled packet will always be 
transmitted and received successfully. However, in a wireless channel, packets may 
be corrupted due to channel error, and an unsuccessfully transmitted packet may 
need to be retransmitted for an error-sensitive flow . Retagging the packet will cause 
it to join the end of the flow queue and thus cause packets to be delivered out of 
order. 
Fundamentally, there needs to be a separation between "when to send the next 
packet," and "which packet to send next." The first question should be answered 
by the scheduler, whereas the second question is really a flow-specific decision and 
should be beyond the scope of the scheduler. In order to address these two questions, 
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one additional level of abstraction can be used in order to decouple "slots" , the units 
of channel allocation, from "packets", the units of data transmission. When a packet 
arrives in the queue of a flow, a corresponding slot is generated in the slot queue of 
the flow and tagged according to the wireless scheduling algorithm. At each time, 
the scheduler determines which slot will get access to the channel, and the head of 
line packet in the corresponding flow queue is then transmitted. The number of slots 
in the slot queue at any time is exactly the same as the number of packets in the 
flow queue. 
2.2.3 Related Work 
In the previous section, we described the framework for the wireline extension wireless 
scheduling algorithms which is first discussed in [4]. In this section we will use the frame-
work to analyze four representative algorithms. The four algorithms chosen are the wireless 
packet scheduling algorithm [56] , the channel-condition-independent fair scheduling algo-
rithm (CIF-Q) [47], the server-based fairness approach (SBFA) [48] and the wireless fair 
service algorithm (WFS) [46]. These algorithms are also analyzed in [1] . 
1. Wireless Packet Scheduling (WPS) [46] 
The components of WPS scheduler are: 
• Error-free Service Model: the error-free model of WPS uses a variant of 
weighted round robin and WFQ [57], and is called WRR with spreading. 
• Lead and Lag model: in WPS, the lead and lag of a flow are used to adjust 
the weights of the flow in the WRR spreading allocation. The lead is treated as 
negative lag. Thus, WPS generates a "frame" of slot allocation from the WRR 
spreading algorithm. At the start of a frame, WPS computes the effective 
weight of a flow as the sum of its default weight and its lag, and resets the lag 
to O. The frame is then generated based on the effective weights of flows. The 
lag and lead are bounded by a threshold. 
• Compensation Model: in WPS, in each slot of a frame , if the flow that is 
allocated to the slot is backlogged but perceived as error channel, then WPS 
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tries to swap the slot with a future slot allocation within the same frame. If 
this is not possible, then WPS increments the lag of the flow if another flow can 
transmit in its place, and the lead of this new alternate flow is incremented. 
The lag/ lead accounting mechanism described above maintains the difference be-
tween the real service and the error-free service across frames . By changing the 
effective weight in each frame depending on the result of the previous frames, WPS 
tries to provide additional service to lagging flows at the expense of leading flows. 
In the ideal case, in-sync flows are unaffected at the granularity of frames, though 
their slot allocations may change within the frame. 
Disadvantage: although this algorithm does not disturb the in-sync flows, it also 
can starve the leading flows when the lagging flows begin to perceive a clean channel. 
So this algorithm does not provide a graceful linear degradation service for leading 
flows . Furthermore it provides poor short-term fairness guarantees. 
2. Channel Independent Fair Scheduling Algorithm (CIF-Q) [47] 
The components of CIF-Q scheduler are stated as followings: 
• Error-free Service Model: in CIF-Q, the error-free service is simulated by 
STFQ (start time fair queueing) [58] . The lag or lead of a flow is maintained 
just as in IWFQ. In other words, the lag of a backlogged flow is incremented 
only when some other flow is able to transmit in its place. Lead is maintained 
as negative lag. 
• Lead and Lag model: when a lagging or in-sync flow i is allocated the 
channel, it transmits a packet if it perceives a clean channel. Otherwise, if there 
is a backlogged flow j that perceives a clean channel and transmits instead of 
i, then the lag of i is incremented and the lag of j is decremented. 
• Compensation Model: a leading flow i retains a fraction a: of its service 
and relinquishes a fraction 1 - a: of its service, where a: is a system parameter 
that governs the service degradation of leading flows . When a leading flow 
relinquishes a slot, it is allocated to the lagging flow with a clean channel and 
the largest normalized lag, where the normalization is done using the rate weight 
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of the flow. Thus, lagging flows receive additional service only when leading 
flows relinquish slots. 
Disadvantages: although this algorithm overcomes one of the main drawbacks of 
the algorithms mentioned before (WPS) - the graceful degradation for leading flows. 
But sync flows may be disturbed during redistribution of channel allocations that 
cannot be used by lagging flows or the selected flow and a lagging flow may access 
the channel. The computational complexity is higher than WPS because it needs 
to compute the fraction of leading flows services to compensate the lagging flows in 
the time slot. 
3. Server-Based Fairness Approach (SBFA) [48] 
The components of SBFA scheduler are stated as followings : 
• Error-free Service Model: SBFA provides a framework in which different 
wireline algorithms can be adapted to wireless domain. The error-free service in 
SBFA is the desired wireline scheduling algorithm that needs to be adapted to 
the wireless domain. For example, we can choose WFQ (weighted fair queueing) 
or WRR (weighted round robin) to be the error-free service. 
• Lead and Lag model: there is no concept of leading flows in SBFA and the 
lag of a flow is not explicitly bounded, and the order of compensation among 
lagging flows is according to the order in which their slots are queued in the 
LTFS. 
• Compensation Model: SBFA statically reserves a fraction of the channel 
bandwidth for compensating lagging flows. This reserved bandwidth is called 
a virtual compensation flow or a long-term fairness server (LTFS) . When a 
backlogged flow is unable to transmit due to channel error, a slot request cor-
responding to that flow is queued in the LTFS. The LTFS is allocated a rate 
weight that reflects the bandwidth reserved for compensation. The scheduling 
algorithm treats LTFS the same as packet flows for channel allocation. When 
the LTFS flow is selected by the scheduler, the flow corresponding to the head-
of-line slot in the LTFS is selected for transmission. Thus, in contrast with 
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other wireless fair scheduling algorithms, SBFA tries to compensate the lagging 
flows using the reserved bandwidth rather than swapping slots between leading 
and lagging flows. When the reserved bandwidth is not used, it is distributed 
among other flows according to the error-free scheduling policy. This excess 
service is essentially free since lead is not maintained. 
D isadvanta ges: because this algorithm provides fairness guarantees as a function 
of the statically reserved LTFS bandwidth, the bounds are very sensitive to this 
reserved fraction. For example, a single flow could perceive many errors, thereby 
utilizing all the bandwidth of the LTFS flow. Other flows experiencing errors may 
not get enough compensation, resulting in unfair behaviour for the system. Another 
thing is since SBFA is designed, based on the reasoning that all flows whose wireless 
links are in a good state should always be served at its promised service rate and not 
a fraction of the promised rate, no restriction is imposed on flows receiving excessive 
service. Hence, a flow with a consistently good link may receive far more service 
than its promised share. In addition, when several flows share an LTFS, the rate 
at which these flows receive compensation is determined only by the service rate 
of LTFS and is independent of the flows ' allocated service rates . The information 
of different service rate requirements of different flows is lost in the compensation 
process. Finally, the algorithm does not work well if the packet size of a flow is 
variable. To keep in-order transmission of a flow , a slot in LFTS is always associated 
with the HOL (head of line) packet of a flow. However, this HOL packet may not 
be the same packet with which the slot was originally associated. 
4. Wireless Fair Service (WFS) [46] 
The components of \i\TFS are: 
• Error-free Service Model: in WFS, the error free service is computed by the 
modified fair queueing algorithm described in error-free service model in order 
to achieve a delay-bandwidth decoupling in the scheduler. Unlike traditional 
fair queueing algorithms, WFS can support flows with high bandwidth and 
high delay requirements, as well as flows with low bandwidth and low delay 
requirements, due to the use of this modified scheduler. 
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• Lead and Lag model: the notion of lag and lead in WFS is t he same as in 
CIF-Q. A flow can increase its lag only when another How c:an transmit in its 
slot. 
• Compensation Model: each How i has a lead bound of Ita:,. and a lag bound 
of bmax . A leading flow with a current lead of Ii relinquishes a fraction p,';;". 
'to ......, 1 
of its slots, whereas a lagging How with a current lag of b.; receives a fraction 
~ of all the relinquished slots, where S is the set of backlogged flows . 
.0jES bj 
Effectively, leading flows relinquish their slots in proportion to their lead, and 
relinquished slots are fairly distributed among lagging flows. 
Disadvantages: WFS achieves all the properties of t he fair service model. It 
achieves both short-term and long-term fairness, as well as delay and throughput 
bounds, however high computational complexity and that t he compensation for lag-
ging flows takes longer than other algorithms are its problems. 
2.3 Opportunistic Scheduling Algorithms 
~hannel fading is traditionally viewed as a source of unreliability that has to be miti-
gated. Information theory suggests an opposing view: channel fluctuations can instead 
be exploited by transmitting information opportunistically when and where the channel 
is stron~he theory has been translated into practice. A scheduling algorithm, which 
exploits the inherent multi-user diversity while maintaining fairness among users, has been 
implemented as the standard algorithm in Qua1comm's High Data Rate (HDR) system 
(lxEV-DO) [32] .The diversity benefit is exploited by tracking the channel fluctuations of 
the users and scheduling transmissions to users when their instantaneous channel quality 
is near the pe~In general, a user is served with better quality and/or a higher data 
rate when the channel condition is better. Hence, good scheduling schemes should be able 
to exploit the variability of channel conditions to achieve higher utilization of wireless 
resources. We call this class of scheduling algorithms opportunistic scheduling algorithms. 
By opportunistic, we mean the ability to exploit the variation of channel conditions. Con-
sider a few users that share the same resource. The users have constantly varying channel 
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conditions, which imply constantly varying performance. The scheduling policy decides 
which user should transmit during a given time interval. Intuitively, we want to assign 
resource to users experiencing "good" channel conditions so that the resource can be used 
efficiently. At the same time, we also want to provide some form of fairness or QoS guaran-
tees to all users . For example, allowing only users close to the base station to transmit with 
high transmission power may result in very high system throughput , but may starve other 
users, which incurs unfairness. So there is a tradeoff between system performance and the 
quality of service (QoS). In this section firstly we introduce some quality of service con-
straints. Then, the formulation of opportunistic scheduling algorithms will be presented. 
Finally the related work and the framework of opportunistic scheduling algorithms will be 
presented. 
2.3.1 Quality of Service 
There are two extra fairness constraints that the opportunistic scheduling algorithm seeks 
to satisfy, which are firstly presented in [43] [44]. 
1. Temporal Fairness (resource sharing fairness):we suppose that there are N users in 
a cell, each user i is assigned a fixed fraction of resource, denoted as (Pi, 0 :S ¢i :S 1 
and L{:l ¢i :S 1. 
2. Utilitarian Fairness (system performance sharing fairness): we suppose that there 
are N users in our system, each user i is ensured to get at least a pre-allocation 
fraction 'Pi of the system performance. 
3. Generalized Processor Sharing Fairness (GPS) [34] : there are N users to request the 
service in the system and each user i has a weight Ci . Let Si (T, t) be the amount of 
user i traffic served in the interval [T, t]. The GPS fairness is defined as Si(T,t) > ~ 
Sj(T,t) - Ej 
for any user i(i =f. j ). GPS fairness constraint is same as that in (1.1). 
In chapter 5 we will prove that GPS is a special case of utilitarian fairness constraint . 
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Channel Condition 
measure Model 







Figure 2.2: Generic framework of opportunistic scheduling algorithms 
Delay bound of user packets is expressed as: 
(2. 1) 
where Wi is the steady state packet delay for user i, and parameters Di and 6i are the 
delay threshold and maximum probability of exceedir.g delay threshold, respectively. Pr 
is probability function. 
2.3.2 The Framework of Opportunistic Scheduling Algorithms 
In this section, we present generic structure for opportunistic scheduling algorithms intro-
duced in [59](Fig. 2.2). In the following we identify the key components of the framework, 
and discuss the function of each component. 
Components in the Framework 
• Parameter update model: in this block users' parameter vector iJ(k) = [vI(k),V2(k), 
... , vN(k)J is updated according to users ' weight and the users ' parameter vector: 
iJ(k - 1) = [VI (k - 1) , v2(k - 1) , . .. ,vN(k - l)J in previous time slot, where N is the 
number of users. This parameter vector is related to the fairness constraint. 
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• Channel condition update model: in this model users ' channel conditions are moni-
tored and transmitted to the base station . 
• Scheduling Model: this model decides which user/ users should be served by the base 
station. 
Function and Mechanism for Each Components 
In this section we explain the function of each component in the framework and then 
introduce some mechanisms adopted for each component. 
• Parameter update model: 
In opportunistic scheduling algorithms users' channel conditions are exploited to 
improve system performance. However , adapting the channel condition will easily 
lead to deviations from ideal fairness , memory of the scheduling decision history 
is required. Therefore, this model is to update the fairness related parameter vec-
tor v( k) = [VI (k) , V2 (k ), . . . , V N (k)] in time slot k according to its previous value 
v(k - 1) = [VI (k - 1), v2(k - 1), ... , vN (k - 1)] in time slot , users' performance 
distribution and the fairness constraint. 
The objective of opportunistic scheduling algorithms is to ensure fairness ;while si-
multaneously exploiting users ' channel conditions to increase the total system per-
formance. So there are two conflicting goals (system performance optimization and 
fairness guarantees). It is an optimization problem. Many methods are employed to 
resolve this problem, e.g. adaptive method. Recently the stochastic algorithm is the 
most popular method [60]. In our dissertation we will use this algorithm to update 
the fairness related parameter. 
• Channel condition measure model 
Channel conditions in wireless networks are time varying. The strategy of oppor-
tunistic scheduling is to improve the system performance by selecting user with 
high-quality channel when possible. So it is necessary to evaluate users' channel 
conditions before the scheduler makes a decision. In chapter 3 we use stochastic 
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model to capture user 's channel conditions and in chapter 4 and 5 Markov chain is 
used to model the wireless channel. Normally there are three ways to measure users' 
channel conditions: 
1. Signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) can be used as a measure of 
channel conditions. 
2. There is relationship between SINR and data rate (section 3.1, chapter 3) 
so in the second set of simulation in chapter 3 we employ users ' data rate 
f(k) = [rl(k), r2(k) , ... , r.rv(k)], where N is number of users , to evaluate chan-
nel conditions. When a user experiences relatively good channel conditions, the 
data rate it has will be higher and vice versa. 
3. The power requirement per unit data rate c(k) = [cl(k), c2(k) , .. . , c.rv(k )] , 
where N is the number of users , can also be used as an indication of a user 's 
channel conditions. More power consumption per unit data rate means worse 
channel condition. In chapter 4 and 5 we measure channel conditions in this 
way . 
• Scheduling model 
At the beginning of every time slot the scheduling model makes scheduling decisions 
based on the channel conditions and fairness related parameter. The output of this 
model is the decision of which user will be served in the following time slot. 
The objective of opportunistic scheduling is to optimize the system performance 
while providing some fairness constraint. Throughout the dissertation, we use through-
put (in terms of bits/ sec) as the system performance measure. The scheduling de-
cision model has diversiform mechanism based on different QoS constraints. In the 
followings we consider, as examples, two mechanisms: 
1. For maximizing system performance while satisfying the temporal fairness con-
straint in long term [43], the problem is formulated mathematically as: 
.rv 
maximize z)E(ri) x I{Q(f)=i}) (2.2) 
i=l 
Subject to (2.3) 
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where EO is and expectation function, QO is the scheduling policy, I is the 
indication function 
{ 
1 if b occurs, 
h= 
o otherwise 
E(ri) x I{Q(i)=i} is user i's throughput in long term. We use throughput to 
stand for the system performance, so the summation of user throughput in 2.2 
is the total system performance. This scheduling problem is subject to the 
temporal fairness constraint. So 2.3 means user i achieves at least cPi fraction 
of system resource. In [43] the optimal policy Q*O is defined as: 
Q*(T) = argmax(ri + Vi) 
i 
(2.4) 
Where Q* () stands for optimal scheduling policy, Vi is a parameter determined 
by the distribution of user's performance and fairness constraint. 
2. For maximizing system throughput while satisfying the G P S (Generalized Pro-
cessor Sharing) fairness constraint in the long term the problem is formulated 
mathematically as : 
N 
maximize I)E(ri ) x I{Q(i)=i}) (2.5) 
i =l 
Subject to N = fi 
L i =l (E(ri) x I{Q(i)=i}) 
(2.6) 
Similar to the first mechanism, equation 2.5 is to maximize the system perfor-
mance (throughput) over the long term, which is the objective of the scheduling 
algorithm. However , it is subject to the GPS constraint: each user i achieving 
fi fraction of the system performance. In 2.6 the summation users' f is equal 
to 1 . In [2] the optimal policy Q* is defined as: 
Q*(T) = argmax(ri x Vi) 
i 
Where the function of Vi is same as Vi in 1. 
In general the opportunistic scheduling problem can be stated as: 
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N M 
maximize ~ 2:)f(Xi( k)) x I{Q(r(k))=i}) (2.8) 
i=l k=l 
Subject to Fj(i k) > CJ , - t (2.9) 
Where fO is utility function. Utility is generally defined as a measure of sat-
isfaction that a user derives from accessing the wireless resource. In 1 and 2 
the utility function f(Xi) = rio F j O is the jth function to shape the quality of 
service constraints. cf is the jth constraint factor for user i. M is the time 
window size. For long term (as M -; 00) the equation (2.8) is converted to: 
N 
maximizeE(~(f(xi) x I{Q(T)=i})) 
i=l 
(2.10) 
where the time index k is omitted. We use a stochastic model to capture the 
time-varying channel condition of each user. We assume that the stochastic 
process is stationary and ergodic. Hence we drop the time index k. 
For the short term (2.8) can be written as: 
N 
maximizeA ( ~(f(xi(k)) x I{Q(r(k))=i})) 
i=l 
(2.11) 
Where AO is an average function. It is a short term problem we cannot drop 
the time index k and we also cannot use the expectation function to calculate 
users ' performance. So we use the average function AO to replace expectation 
function . In every time window M the average system performance is calcu-
lated and it should be maximum. 
There are several possible performance measures (utility function f). In our 
dissertation the performance measure is the throughput (in terms of bits/ sec). 
Throughput is the number of information bits per time-slot successfully trans-
mitted between the base station and the mobile user. Besides throughput: other 
issues could also be important to users like the "monetary value" of the through-
put in terms of dollars/ sec or power consumption (value of throughput-cost of 
power consumption). In summary, the performance measure is an abstraction 
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used to capture the time-varying and channel-condition-dependent "worth" of 
the system resource to a user. 
2.3.3 Related Work 
Opportunistic scheduling mechanisms for wireless communication networks are 
gaining popularity in recent years. In this subsection we will discuss some 
concurrent opportunistic scheduling algorithms. 
(a) The greedy opportunistic scheme [43] 
In the class of opportunistic scheduling algorithms the Greedy Opportunis-
tic scheduling algorithm can gain the best system performance. So it is 
the up bound in system performance among opportunistic scheduling al-
gorithms. The greedy opportunistic scheduling scheme can be stated as 
follows: 
i = argmaxh(k)) (2.12) 
Where ri(k) is user if s data rate in time slot k. In every time slot the 
scheduler chooses the user with the best channel condition to serve. 
Advantages: in this algorithm the system performance is maximized. 
Disadvantages: the greedy opportunistic scheduling algorithm is intrinsi-
cally unfair for users in system resource allocation. Users with continuously 
bad channel conditions may be starved in overall transmission time. 
(b) The proportional fairness scheduling algorithm [50] [51] 
Proportional fairness scheduler was suggested in [9] for the first time. Pro-
portional fairness scheduler maximizes the product of the throughput de-
livered to all the users. The algorithm maintains a running average of each 
user 's channel condition and attempts to deliver data at the requested peak 
rates, avoiding delivering data when the requested rates are at their lowest 
points. The scheduler is weighted to serve users that are improving their 
signal quality and weighted against users that are experiencing signal degra-
dation. The disadvantaged users with worse channel conditions accumulate 
credits with the scheduler, increasing their priority in the system and their 
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throughput will start to improve. Suppose there are Nusers and 'G(k) is 
the estimate of average data rate for user i at time slot k , i = 1, 2" . . , N. 
Also, suppose that at time slot k, the current achievable data rate of user 
i is ri(k), i = 1, 2"" ,N . The algorithm works as followings: 
Scheduling: the user with the highest ratio of r~[0): i = argmaxC;[0)) 
t 
will be selected to serve at the beginning of each time slot . 
- Update average data rate using exponentially weighted low-
pass filter: for each user i , r'i(k + 1) = (1 - iJ x Ti + t x ri(k) x Ii, 
where Ii is an indication function, when user i is served at time slot 
k + 1, Ii equals to I , otherwise it is equal to O. The value of parameter 
tc used by the scheduling is related to the maximum amount of time 
for which an individual user can be starved. 
Advantages: this algorithm takes the channel condition into account. Only 
is the user's request data rate higher than its average data rate, the user 
would be served by the base station. In this way, the system performance 
is improved. 
Disadvantages: the system needs to update users' average data rate in 
every time slot, which increases the algorithm complexity. Furthermore 
although the algorithm mentioned the fairness, it did not describe how it 
works in the proportional fairness algorithm. 
(c) Modified largest weighted delay first (MLWDF) [2] [52] 
The author of [2] considers the problem of scheduling transmissions of mul-
tiple data users sharing the same wireless channel. Both delay and channel 
conditions are taken into account. The author also defined the through-
put optimal: a scheduling algorithm is throughput optimal if it is able to 
keep all queues stable if this is at all feasible to do with any scheduling 
algorithm. MLWDF can be described as : 
i = argmax(ai x di(t) x ri(t)) 
t 
(2.13) 
Where di(t) is the head of the line packet delay for queue i : ri(t) is the 
channel capacity with respect to flow i , and ai is arbitrary positive con-
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stant. In this algorithm the choice of parameter a i allows to control packet 
delay distributions for different users. Increasing the parameter ai for user 
i, while keeping a i of other users unchanged, reduces packets delays for this 
flow at the expense of a delay increase for other users (flows). Therefore, 
the delay distribution can be shaped. 
Advantages: in this algorithm the author is concerned with both channel 
conditions and delay. 
Disadvantages: in this algorithm the fairness is not considered and there is 
no discussion on how to obtain the value of a i . 
(d) The exponential rule [61] [62] 
In [11], authors study an exponential rule: 
a ·VV(t) - aW 




where ri(k) is the state of the channel of user i at time slot k, i.e., the actual 
data rate supported by the channel which is constant over one slot , Wi(t) 
is the amount of time the HOL packet of user has spent at the base-station, 
bi 2': 0 and ai 2': O,i = 1, 2, . " , N , are fixed constants. For "reasonable" 
value of bi and ai, this policy tries to equalize the weighted delays aWi(t) 
of all the queues when their differences are large. If one of the queues 
would have a larger (weighted) delay than the others by more than order 
Va W , then the exponent term becomes very large and overrides channel 
considerations , hence leading to that queue getting priority. On the other 
hand, for small weighted delay differences (i.e., less than order ~), the 
exponential term is close to 1 and the policy becomes the proportionally 
fair rule. Hence, this policy gracefully adapts from a proportionally fair 
one to one which balances delays. The factor 1 in the denominator of the 
rule is present simply to prevent the exponent from blowing up when the 
weighted delays are small. 
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Advantages: the exponential rule takes both users' delay and users' channel 
conditions into account. It is throughput optimal and in co-oporation with 
a token queue mechanism allows the algorithm to support a mixture of 
real-time and non-real-time data over HDR with high efficiency. 
Disadvantages: with the exponential factor the computational complexity 
is higher in this algorithm. 
2.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter we introduce two classes of scheduling algorithm in wireless communica-
tion networks: one is wireline extension wireless scheduling algorithms and the other is 
opportunistic scheduling algorithms. We present their structures and the related work also 
described. Compared to the WEWS, we observe there are three merits in opportunistic 
scheduling algorithms: 
1. The opportunistic scheduling algorithms exploit and utilize the wireless channel 
conditions to improve the system performance. However, in WEWS the character 
of fluctuation in the wireless channel is a negative factor. 
2. In WEWS, the wireless channel is modeled as two state-Markov Chain (either "good" 
or "bad"), which is too simple to characterize the realistic wireless channel. In 
opportunistic scheduling algorithms the wireless channel has continuous states. 
3. The framework of opportunistic scheduling algorithms is simpler than that ofWEWS, 
because the opportunistic scheduling algorithms do not take the compensation which 
is the most complex part in WEWS into account. So the computational complex in 
opportunistic scheduling algorithms is lower than that of WEWS. 
Considering these three advantages we select opportunistic scheduling algorithms as our 
main research topic. 
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Temporal fairness opportunistic 
scheduling algorithms 
From chapter two we know a good scheduling algorithm should be able to exploit the 
variability of the users' channel conditions to achieve higher utilization of wireless re-
source. But allowing only users with good channel conditions to transmit may result in 
very high system performance, but may starve other users with poor channel conditions, 
which causes unfairness. In this chapter we study opportunistic scheduling problems un-
der the temporal fairness constraints in the long and short term based on the system 
model presented in Section 3.1.3.2 and 3.1.3.3. In section 3.1 we replicate the temporal 
fairness scheduling algorithm in the long term (TFOL) [43] based on two sets of system 
models. Through simulation results , we show that this algorithm actually does not satisfy 
the temporal fairness constraint in the short term. So in Section 3.2 we propose a new 
scheduling policy which fits the short term temporal fairness criterion and is also able to 
exploit users ' channel conditions to improve system performance (opportunistic). 
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3.1 Temporal Fairness Opportunistic Scheduling Algorithm 
in Long Term (TFOL) 
The temporal fairness constraint is that every user in the system is assigned a fixed fraction 
of system resource and in this chapter we focus on the Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA) system. So the resource is time slots and on average (long term) each user 
should be allocated a fixed portion of time slots in TFOL. 
3.1.1 Problem Formulation 
As we discussed in Section 2.2.2 system performance will be measured by the throughput. 
The system throughput is equal to the summation of users ' average throughput, so in 
the following user's channel condition in time slot k will be represented by its data rate 
Ti(k) which is a random variable with respect to user i. So in time slot the users ' 
performance vector is r (k) = {Tl(k),r2(k) ,··· ,rN(k)}, where N is the number of users. 
The scheduling problem is stated as follows: given r(k), determine which user should be 
scheduled in time-slot k. We determine a policy Q to be a mapping from performance-
vector space to index set 1, 2,·· · ,N. The objective of TFOL is to exploit users' time 
varying channel conditions to maximize the system performance in the long term under the 
temporal fairness constraint. Accordingly this scheduling problem can be stated formally 
as follows: 
Subject to 
Where I is an indication function: 
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We use e to denote the set of all feasible policies. It is a long term scheduling problem, 
so EO is an expectation function in 3.1 and 3.2. Accordingly L~l E(ri x I{Q(i)=i}) 
represents the average system performance. Equation 3.1 stands for the goal of the scheme 
which is to maximize the system average performance. The time slot index k of ri is 
dropped in 3.1 because we assume the long term users ' data rate (performance) r = 
{rdk) , r2(k), · ·· ,rN(k)} is stationary and ergodic. Equation 3.2 means that user i is 
selected at least l ¢i x number of time slots J times (in our system time slots are system 
resource) to be served by the scheduler. 
The summation of user i resource allocation ¢i does not have to be one. More generally 
each user i is assigned ¢i system resource, where 0 :::; ¢i :::; 1 and Lf ¢i :::; 1. This 
allows more flexibility in resource allocation. We call the extra resource: (J" = 1 - L~l ¢i 
tuning factor. The larger the tuning factor (J", the more easily the temporal fairness will 
be satisfied (less restrictive of the fairness constraint) , and the greater the opportunity to 
improve the system performance because more extra system resources can be allocated to 
users with relatively good channel conditions. If (J" = 0 , the temporal fairness would be the 
most restrictive and the scheme has minimum chance to improve the system performance. 
On the other hand if (J" = 1, there is no fairness constraint and this causes the scheduler to 
have the most amount of freedom to improve system performance. Under this situation 
the optimal scheduling policy tends to a greedy algorithm (this point is firstly discussed 
in [43]). 
3.1.2 An Optimal Policy 
The optimal policy has been proposed in [43] . It is defined as follows: 
Q(T) = argmax(ri + Vi) 
i 
where the Vi is chosen for user i such that: 
• min( Vi) = 0; 
• E{I{Q(i)=i}} 2 ¢i for all i, 
• For all i , if E{I{Q(r=i)}} 2 ¢i, then Vi = O. 
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According to [43] the parameter Vi in 3.3 is an "offset" factor which is adjusted in every 
time slot to satisfy the fairness requirement. We know that without the fairness constraint 
the scheduler would always select the "best" user to serve in every time slot so as a result 
the optimal policy would be Q(T) = argmaxi(ri). But if there is a fairness requirement, 
the scheduling policy would schedule the "relatively-best" user to serve. In 3.3 user i is 
"relatively-best" if ri+vi 2: rj+vj for all j , i -:/= j. If Vi 2: 0, user if s resource requirement is 
not satisfied (e.g. because of poor channel condition) and it has to take advantage of some 
other users. Thus the basic idea of this policy is to give users who experience relatively 
poor channel conditions the amount of resource equivalent to their minimum requirements. 
So when E{I{Q(T)=i}} 2: <Pi for all users, the policy changes to greedy algorithm because 
every user's resource requirement is satisfied:vi = ° for user i. The extra system resource 
would be allocated to users with the best channel conditions in the next time slot. 
In [43] the stochastic approximation method is used to estimate user 's parameter V, which 
is stated as below: 
HI k k (1 A.. ) Vi = Vi - a x {Q(T)=i} - <pi (3 .4) 
where ak is the step size and converges to ° as k increases. 
3. 1.3 Simulation Results 
The distinctive feature of TFOL is to exploit wireless varying channel conditions: the 
policy dynamically schedules a user to transmit in a given time slot based on the users' 
current channel conditions . At the same time it guarantees that every user gets its system 
resource requirement. For a comparison, similar to [43], we simulate three scheduling 
algorithms: round robin (non-opportunistic scheduling algorithm) , TFOL scheme and 
gTeedy opportunistic scheduling algorithm. The reason we choose round robin and greedy 
algorithms is because the round robin algorithm is the benchmark of fairness (total resource 
is evenly divided amongst all users) and the greedy algorithm has the up-bound of system 
performance in the class of opportunistic scheduling algorithms. 
In simulations we consider performance and temporal fairness as primary measures. Firstly 
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we compare the time slots allocated in TFOL scheme to that of round robin scheduler to 
show how our policy performs in temporal fairness. Secondly, for evaluating the system 
performance of TFOL algorithm, we compare the system performance obtained in TFOL 
to that of the non-opportunistic policy - round robin scheme and the greedy scheduling 
scheme. We will also investigate the relationship between the number of users and system 
performance. Finally the shortage of TFOL policy on temporal fairness in the short term 
will be shown. 
We have two simulation environments. The first one is to simulate the TFOL algorithm in 
an actual cell. The aim of this set of simulation results is to show the users ' performances 
and the allocation of time slots to users in those three algorithms. In the second set of sim-
ulation results the relationship between the number of users and the system performance 
and how the users ' 'elasticity' influences their performance are examined. The simulation 
is also used to show the fairness deviation and starvation time different users experience 
in TFOL scheme. 
Implementation Procedure 
In this thesis we focus on the downlink in wireless communication networks. There are 
four steps in our simulation: 
Step 1. If user i is active, it will measure the receiving power level from the central base 
station and the interference power received from neighboring cells. Then based on 
these measurements, it will calculate SINR (signal to noise plus interference ratio). 
According to the relation between SINR and performance, it will estimate its own 
data rate under the current channel condition. 
Step 2. Active users transmit their data rate information to the base station. 
Step 3. Base station chooses the user to serve according to the temporal fairness oppor-
tunistic policy, round robin policy and greedy algorithm policy respectively. 
Step 4. The base station updates users' fairness parameter vector v of temporal fairness 
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opportunistic scheduler by the stochastic approximation algorithm which is 
k-'-l k k (1 ' ) vi' = Vi - a {Q(f)=i} - <Pi 
The system performs the above steps mentioned in every time slot. Let N be the 
number of active users. Active user i has a temporal requirement of system resource, 
,1.,. = 1 . ). When the number of active users number N changes, the '+'2 (number of actwe users 
base station will update the fairness factor accordingly. According to [43] in our simu-
lation we set initial value of vector iJ to zero and ak = 0.01 is a constant in every time 
slot . 
Simulation of an Actual Cell 
System model: Our simulation environment is the same as that in [63]. We consider 
a multi-cell system consisting of a central cell surrounded by hexagonal cells of the same 
size. The base station is at the center of each cell and simple omni-directional antennas 
are used by mobiles and base stations. The base station transmission power is lOW. We 
focus on the performance of the downlink of the central cell because downlink communi-
cation is more important for data services. The frequency reuse factor is 3 and co-channel 
interference from the first and second tier (Fig. 3.1) neighboring cells is taken into account. 
The cell radius is 1000m. The cells ' central coordinates are shown in Table 3.1 and the cell 
we considered is cell O. We assume that each cell has a fixed number of frequency bands. 
Usually there are tens of users in each cell sharing different frequency bands . We focus on 
one frequency band, which is shared by 8 users in the central cell. The scheduling policy 
decides which user should transmit in this frequency band in each time-slot. All users 
have exponentially distributed "on" and "off' periods. The velocities of mobile users are 
independent random variables uniformly distributed between the minimum (2km/h) and 
the maximum velocity (lOOkm/ h). The direction of mobile users are independent ran-
dom variables uniformly distributed between 0 and 27T'. A mobile user chooses its velocity 
when it becomes active and the velocity changes during that on-period. The direction of 
a mobile user changes periodically. When a user becomes active, its location is uniformly 
distributed in the cell. If a user moves out of the border, we assume that it reappears at a 
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Table 3 1· The central point coordinates of the base station ..
Base Station No. X(m) Y(m) Base Station No. X(m) Y(m) 
1 1500 500 x .J3 10 1500 -1500 x .J3 
2 1500 -500 x .J3 11 0 -2000 x .J3 
3 0 -1000 x .J3 12 -1500 -1500 x .J3 
4 -1500 -500 x .J3 13 -3000 -1000 x .J3 
5 -1500 500 x .J3 14 -3000 0 
6 0 1000 x .J3 15 -3000 1000 x .J3 
7 3000 1000 x .J3 16 -1500 1500 x .J3 
8 3000 0 17 0 2000 x .J3 
9 3000 -1000 x .J3 18 1500 1500 x .J3 
point that is symmetric to the exiting point about the central base station. In every time 
slot users' data rate depends on their SINR and is calculated according to Fig. 3.2. We 
calculate SINR by following equation: 
SIN it;. = PiGi 
Ii + L~:;;;i7 PkGk 
(3.5) 
where Pi is the total signal power transmitted to user i , Gi is the path gain from the base 
station to user i, and Ii is the noise for user i, L~~i7 PkGk is the external interference 
(from other base stations). Since in this chapter we consider at one time slot there is 
only one user served by base station, there is no internal inference. The average system 
capacity is 9.5kbps. 
As a point of discussion in [43] we adopt the path-loss model (Lee 's model [39]) and the 
slow log-normal shadowing model. Specifically, the channel gain g(k)(in dB) in time-slot 
k between an arbitrary user at a distance d from a base station is given as: 
g(k) = lp (k) + s(k) (dB) (3.6) 
where lp(k) and s(k) are terms representing path-loss and shadowing, respectively. The 
path loss lp(k)(dB) is given as: 
lp(k) = K - 38.4loglO(d(k)) - ao (3.7) 
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Figure 3.1: Two-tier cell structure 
where ao is a correction factor used to account for different base station and mobile sta-
tion (MS) antenna heights, transmitting powers, and antenna gains, and K = 103.41 is a 
constant in the simulation assuming that the transmission power of a base station is fixed 
at lOW. 
Shadowing is the result of the transmitted signal passing through or reflecting off some 
random number of objects such as buildings [10], hills , and trees. The shadowing term 
s(k) (in dB) is usually modeled as a zero-mean stationary Gaussian process with auto cor-
relation function given as: 
E(s (k)s(k + m)) = 0'6cvT/D (3 .8) 
where c is the correlation between two points separated by a spatial distance D(meters) , 
and v is velocity of the mobile user. T is the length of the time slot. In our simulation, we 
use a value of 0'0 = 4.3dB, corresponding to a correlation of 0.3 at a distance of 10 meters . 
In this simulation set users ' performances are functions of SINR. After calculating SINR 
we can get the users ' performances according to their functions which are different for 
users as shown in Fig. 3.2. In this set of simulations initially we set user one and two 
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Figure 3.2: Users ' performance values vs SINR 
are far away from a base station (bad channel conditions because more path loss from 
equation 3.7), user 3, user 4, user 5 and user 6 are in between and user 7 and 8 are near 
to the base station (good channel conditions because of less path loss by equation 3.7). 
Each user has exponentially distributed "on" (5000ms) and "off" (2500ms) periods. We 
use data rate (kbps) to stand for users ' performance in Fig. 3.2 and we run 1000000 time 
slots and one time slot is 10ms. 
R esults discussion: In this experiment we evaluate the user fairness satisfaction and the 
performance improvement in TFOL. The relationship between system performance and 
the number of users is also displayed. 
• The fairness result for the first set simulation is shown in Fig. 3.3. Y axis is the 
number of time slots (system resource) allocated to users. This gives the number of 
times slots out of 1000000. The number of time slots allocated to users by TFOL 
policy is almost virtually the same as those allocated to users by the round robin 
policy. This means that TFOL policy works as well as the round robin policy in 
allocating resources to users in a fair manner. On the other hand the greedy al-
gorithm biases the users who experience the better channel condition, so allocating 
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Figure 3.3: Time slots allocated to eight users 
most system resource (time slots) to them, which is intrinsically unfair. 
• The users ' performance result is shown in Fig. 3.4. Users ' performance of the op-
portunistic scheme is much higher than that of round robin - non opportunistic 
scheduling algorithm. User one's performance is increased by 16%, user eight is 
increased by 135% compared to that of the round robin. Because the greedy algo-
rithm is intrinsically unfair - allocating most resource (here is time slots) to users 
who experience better channel conditions, the users who have the best chance to 
experience the better channel condition, like user 7 and user 8 will get much better 
performances than with the other policy, but the other users ' performances are even 
worse than that of the round robin scheduler. 
• The system performance result for the first set simulation is shown in Fig. 3.5 . The 
system achieved the highest performance - benchmark in performance by the greedy 
algorithm. The system performance achieved by TFOL scheme is much higher than 
the non-opportunistic round robin scheme, which is the result we expected. 
• How the number of users influences the system performance achieved by TFOL is 
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Figure 3.5: System's performance achieved by TFOL, round robin scheduling algorithm, 
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Figure 3.6: System performance when the number of users is 4, 6, and 8 respectively 
shown in Fig. 3.6. Here we only run 50000 time slots because the users average 
performance converges to a constant value after these time slots. We simulated 
three groups of users. The first group has 8 users , the second group has 6 users and 
the third has 4 users. Fig. 3.6 shows the average system performance increases as 
the number of users increase. But in the next section we observe this is not always 
a fact . The average performance of every group is higher at the beginning but tends 
to become constant later. This is because at the beginning of the simulation the 
parameter vector v (for controlling the fairness) does not converge to the optimal 
vector v* ) in equation Q(f) = argmaxi (ri + Vi ) the temporal fairness factor Vi has 
less power then user performance ri, so the value of ri dominates the equation. It 
works like the greedy algorithm which can gain the highest performance. 
Another Set of Simulation 
In this subsection we show how user 's performance is influenced by the fluctuation of its 
channel condition and we also show the relationship between the user number and the 
system performance. Furthermore we examine how TFOL works in the short term from 
two scenarios: one is the fairness deviation in the short term. The other is the starvation 
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time for different groups of users in the short term. In our experiment , one time slot is 
lOms and the duration of the simulation is 1000000 time slots . 
System m odel: Here we focus on the downlink system in TDMA system. We assume: 
• The users ' channels are independent of one another. 
• There are 16 users in the system with exponential on with a mean=5000ms and off 
period with a mean=2500ms and we also assume that when the user is on, he always 
has data to transmit . 
• The user 's data rate (channel condition) is time-correlated Gaussian process with 
different mean and variance. 
• Let (3i be the auto-regression correlation factor of user i . In each time slot the users' 
data rate is updated as 
(3.9) 
where {Hf} is a sequence of Gaussian random variables. The mean of {Hn is the 
same as the users' performance distribution, but deviation 'Y~ is different. The mean 
and deviation of both users' Gaussian process and sequence {Hik}' s Gaussian process 
are tabulated on Table 3.2. In order to simulate user experiencing different channel 
conditions we assume different users' Gaussian process is with different means. Ta-
ble 3.2 shows that the Gaussian process mean of user 1, 2, 3 and 4 is only 4. Those 
users which have poor average channel conditions, we call group 1. In 3.2 user 5, 6, 
7 and 8 have better average channel conditions than the users in group 1, we call 
it group 2. In the same way we call user 9, 10, 11 , 12 group 3. User 13, 14, 15, 
16 have the best channel conditions, we call them group four . There are 4 groups 
and each group has 4 users with different Gaussian process deviations. We notice 
that in equation 3.6 in each time slot user ' channel condition are independent. Here 
in equation 3.9 user' channel condition in time slot [kJ is correlated to it's channel 
condition in time slot [k - IJ. 
R esults and discussion: 
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Table 3 2· Gaussian process parameters .. 
User ID. mean Autoreg.coef ficient({3i) User dev. S equencedev. ( 'Y~) 
1 4 0.3 10.8 20 
2 4 0.4 6.9 16 
3 4 0.5 4.0 12 
4 4 0.6 2.5 8 
5 8 0.3 10.8 20 
6 8 0.4 6.9 16 
7 8 0.5 4.0 12 
8 8 0.6 2.5 8 
9 12 0.3 10.8 20 
10 12 0.4 6.9 16 
11 12 0.5 4.0 12 
12 12 0.6 2.5 8 
13 16 0.3 10.8 20 
14 16 0.4 6.9 16 
15 16 0.5 4.0 12 
16 16 0.6 2.5 8 
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Figure 3.7: Users ' performance in TFOL, round robin, greedy scheduling algorithm re-
spectively. 
• Fig. 3.7 shows that the performances of users with better average channel condi-
tions (with higher Gaussian process mean) are always greater than those with worse 
channel conditions (with lower Gaussian process mean). Furthermore, even in the 
same group in which users have the same average channel conditions (same Gaus-
sian process means) , the users' performances are different because they have different 
fluctuations in channel conditions (different Gaussian process deviations). The user 
who has the largest fluctuations in channel conditions (higher Gaussian process de-
viation) in each group always has the highest performance, which means users with 
more 'fluctuating/ elastic' channel conditions will achieve more performance than 
users who are 'stable' . 
• How the number of users influences the system performance is shown in Fig. 3.8. It 
shows that as the number of users increases the system performance (throughput) 
increases. But the system performance is slightly decreased as the number of users 
is increased from 24 to 32. In general, the scheme would have more chance to select 
the user with a relative good channel condition to serve when the number of users 
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Figure 3.8: System performance when number of users is changed 
increases. But if users with relatively bad channel conditions join to the system, 
the system performance would be compromised. This is because part of system 
resource (time slots) has to be assigned to those users to gain the temporal fairness. 
The tuning factor is decreased, so less extra system resource can be allocated to 
users with good channel conditions in TFOL. Hence it is a question of practical 
importance to decide the number of users sharing the same channel, which is the 
admission control issue. 
• Time slots (system resource) allocated to 16 users are shown in Fig. 3.3. As we 
expected time slots assigned to each user in TFOL are equal to that in the round 
robin scheme. In order to test how the TFOL scheduler works on fairness in the 
short term we define the fairness deviation factor (PDF): 
EDF = t (Timeslotstouseriinopportunisticalgorithm - timeslotstouseriinroundrobin) 
i=l timeslotstouseriinRoundRobin 
We check the fairness deviation factor in every 5000 time slots. Fig. 3.10 shows how 
the fairness deviation factor changes with the time slots. It is observed that the 
fairness deviation factor decreases exponentially with the increase of the time slots . 
Furthermore at the beginning (from 5000 to 20000 time slots) the fairness deviation 
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1 
factor is quite high, which is greater than 0.5 . After 1000000 time slots the fairness 
deviation factor decreases to almost zero. This means that TFOL scheduler works 
well in the long term but not in the short-term where fairness is concerned. 
• To further explain how unfair TFOL scheduler works in the short-term we examine 
the average starvation time (ms) for different groups. Although there are four groups 
in our system we only examine the average starvation time slots of the group 4 
(with best average channel conditions) and the group 1 (with worst average channel 
conditions). The results are shown in Fig. 3.11. It is observed that the average 
starvation time experienced by the first group and the fourth group is extremely 
different during the first 20000 time slots. The group with poor channel conditions 
experiences heavier resource (time slots) starvation than the group with good channel 
conditions during the first 20000 time slots. This means that in the short term TFOL 
scheme does not work well in resource allocation. But as the time slots (running 
time) increase the average starvation time for these two groups reaches nearly the 
same value. 
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3.1.4 Conclusion 
In this section we investigated how TFOL works in temporal fairness and system 
performance both in the long and short term. In the first set of simulation results we 
observe that TFOL policy maximizes the average system performance while assigning 
each user the system resource it requires. We use the second model to investigate the 
influence of users' channel conditions fluctuation on their performance. In this model 
we assume each user 's performance is time-correlated Gaussian process with different 
mean and variance, reflecting users random-varying channel conditions, Simulation 
results illustrated the performance of the TFOL policy, showing the significant gains 
over the non-opportunistic scheduling algorithm-round robin. The disadvantage of 
this policy comes from the fact that it is unfair in the short term. The reason which 
causes the fairness deviation in the short term is that the parameter vector v in 
TFOL does not converge to the optimal value in the short term by the stochastic 
approximation method. It is important to find a new scheme that takes the short 
term fairness into consideration. The proposed algorithm given in the next section 
is a possible solution. 
3.2 Temporal Fairness Opportunistic Scheduling Algorithm 
in Short Term (TFOS) 
Motivated by the remark in the last section, a new scheme is proposed under temporal 
fairness constraint in the short term in this section. Based on the definition of long term 
fairness criterion in [43] the short term fairness criterion is defined as follows. 
Short-term fairness cr iterion: if user i has a predetermined weight ¢i and L~l ¢i ::; 1 
the short term fairness criterion is defined as being that each user is allocated at least ¢i 
fraction of time slots in a fixed time window size M , L~l I{Q(f'(k) )= i} 2: M x ¢i. 
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3.2.1 A New Policy 
The proposed new scheme is stated as: 
Q(T) = argmaxh(k)) 
iE B (k) 
(3.10) 
• At the beginning of time window, B (O) is a set of all users i.e., B(O) ~ {I , .. . ,N} 
for N users ; 
• if ~~'=l I{Q(T(kl))=i } = M x (Pi, B (k + 1) ~ B (k)/i, where / is the subtraction of 
the set; 
• If for all users ~~/=l I{Q (f'(k' ))=i} = M x cPi, then B (k + 1) ~ B(O) and the set 
remains B(O) until the start of new time window. 
B (k) is the set of users at time slot k. The policy is used to meet short term fairness 
criterion by the 'opportunistic' way. In this scheme in every time window only after every 
user is selected by the base station l M x cPd , i = 1, 2, ··· , N , times then the remain-
der time slots in this time window can be allocated to those users with good channel 
conditions.For example, there are two users, user one and user two in the system and 
cPl = 0.2 , cP2 = 0.3. We assume the time window size M = 10. Thus, according to their 
system resource requirements, user one should be picked up by base station to transmit 
M x cPl = 2 times and user two should be selected to transmit by base station M x cP2 = 3 
times in every time window. According to 3.10, if in the first and second time slot of the 
new time window user one is picked up by base station, in the third time slot the base 
station can only select other users with the exception of user one to transmit. This is 
because according to the new rule if one user 's system resource requirement is satisfied 
and there are still some other users whose requirements of the system resource are not 
satisfied, in the following time slot this user would not be selected to transmit by base 
station until all users in the system attain their share of system resource. Thus, in the 
following three time slots user two will be chosen to transmit (there are only two users 
in the system). After user one and user two have been allocated the time slots (system 
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Figure 3.12: Implementaton procedures of the example in new algorithm 
resource) they . desired, the remaining five time slots the base station can select anyone of 
them to serve according to 3.10. The whole procedure is shown in Fig. 3.12. In the new 
scheme the longest starvation in our system is no longer than 2 x M - 2. The larger the 
time window M, the more system performance would be gained in the short-term, but 
the worse the algorithm in temporal fairness . If time window M increases to infinite, the 
new scheme becomes greedy algorithm which is the benchmark in the system performance 
gain in the class opportunistic scheduling algorithms. If the window M is the same as 
the user number and all users have the same weight (Pi, the new scheme becomes 'Round 
Robin' which is the benchmark in temporal fairness. So our scheme actually is a "bridge" 
between fairness and system performance gain in the short term. 
Lemma 1 In round robin, ¢i = ¢j and L~l ¢i = 1 . We declare that the performance 
gained in this new policy is not less than that of round robin under the same temporal 
fairness constraint condition. 
Proof: In the new scheme the utility function is f (xi) = ri which monotonously non-
decrease with user 's data rate r io From the definition of the new scheme we have rQ 2: rRR 
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(Q and RR stand for our new scheme and round robin policy, respectively) in each time 
slot of time window, we further get ~M f (rQ) ~ ~M f(rRR) in time window M. 
The performance gain of our new scheme is less than that of TFOL scheme because the 
short term fairness means more restriction, which makes the scheme have less 'opportunity' 
to improve its performance. We will see this point in our simulation results . 
3.2.2 Simulation Results 
The distinctive feature of TFOS policy is that it can improve system performance while 
guaranteeing the temporal fairness in the short term. So in the simulation we will consider 
the performance and fairness as two main measures and for comparison we also simulate 
round robin algorithm, TFOL scheme and greedy scheduling policy for comparison. Sim-
ilar to the last section, the starvation time experienced by different users and fairness 
deviation are also examined to show how the new policy works in the short term. 
Implementation Procedure 
Here we focus on downlink in wireless communication networks. For user i we set an initial 
counter Ci zero. Our simulation system implements according to the steps below : 
Stepl. The first step is to set time window size M which is variable in our simulation. 
We set the counter Ci = 0 for each user. 
Step2. The second step is to evaluate the users' channel conditions and then transfer 
t hem to the base station. 
Step3. The base station selects user i according to our policy: Q( T) = argmaxiEB(k) (ri). 
Step4 . The base station updates users ' counter vector Ci(k) : Ci(k) = Ci(k-1)+I{Q(k)=i} ' 
If Ci(k) = M x cPi then the B(k + 1) = B(k) /i . If in time slot k for every user the 
counter reaches its share Ci(k) = M x cPi the base station resets the users' counter 
to zero and B (k + 1) to the set of all users in time slot k + 1. 
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The system performs the above steps in every time window. When the new time window 
comes, the system will restart and repeat the above steps. For simulation simplicity, we 
assume that as long as users are active, they will always have packets to send. 
System model: For comparing with TFOL algorithm in Section 3.1, we simulate the same 
system given in section 3.1.3, using the time-correlated Gaussian process with different 
mean and variance in Table 3.2 to stand for users' performances. But the difference in 
this system is we assume that users are always on. We also set users' system resource 
requirements, cPi = cPj and 'L:!l cPi = 1. 
R esults and discussion: 
• Fig. 3.13 shows the fairness deviation results of temporal fairness schedulers in both 
the long and short term, where the time window size is set to the number of users and 
fairness deviation factor is sampled after every 5000 time slots. It is observed that 
at any time slot (no matter whether it is long term or short term) TFOS scheduler 
equally allocates the resource (time slots) to every user , which means that our new 
scheme complies strictly with the temporal fairness criterion. But TFOL policy in 
section 3.1 is not fair in resource (time slots) allocating in the short term at all. 
To make this point clear, we ran the simulation 10000 time slots (short term) and 
sampled fairness deviation factor in every 100 time slots. The fairness deviation 
results are shown in Fig. 3.14. The results show that our new scheme works very 
well in temporal fairness in the short term. 
• The starvation results are shown in Fig. 3.15. The average starvation time for group 
1 and 4 is almost the same in the short term. But Fig. 3.11 on page 19 shows that 
TFOL scheduler biases users who are near the base station too often, which makes 
users who experience relatively poor channel conditions starve for a longer period in 
the short term. So the new scheme also works well with respect to starvation t ime. 
• Fig. 3.16 shows that the users' performance gain of our new scheme is greater than 
that of the round robin policy and less than that of TFOL policy. There is also a 
tradeoff between fairness and system performance by adjusting the size of the time 
window in the short term. We sampled the fairness deviation factor in every 100 
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Figure 3.14: Fairness deviation in 10000 time slots 
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time slots and the simulation run 20000 time slots with different window size M. 
These results are shown in Fig. 3.17 which shows that the fairness deviation increases 
with the size of time window in the short term. For testing how the running time 
and time window size impact on the performance gain, we sample performance gain 
in every 5000 time slots for different time window size. Fig. 3.18 shows that the 
performance gain compared to the round robin policy (f(Q)(1AfR) )increases as well 
in the short term. As the simulation running time increases the performance gain 
compared to the round robin in different time window size tends to be equal. 
3.2.3 Conclusion 
In this section we proposed a new opportunistic scheduling algorithm under the temporal 
fairness constraint in the short term. The new policy improves the average system perfor-
mance while satisfying user's requirement for the system resource in the short term. To 
compare the proposed policy to the opportunistic scheduling algorithm under the tempo-
ral fairness constraint in the long term, we used the same system model as section 3.1.3.3. 
Simulation results showed that users' requirements for system resource are fulfilled in the 
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Figure 3.18: The performance gain by the new scheme compared to the round robin policy. 
short term and the system performance is improved compared to the non-opportunistic 
scheduling algorithm. But the performance achieved in TFOS is less than that in TFOL 
because the short term constraint is stricter than the long term constraint . We also dis-
cussed how the size of the time window influences system performance in the short term 
and there is a tradeoff between fairness and system performance. In the next chapter we 





In this chapter we are investigating the case when the performance is measured by the 
packet delay. We start as in chapter 3, by considering the delay when using TFOL (tem-
poral fairness opportunistic scheduling algorithm in long term). Also we consider the case 
of using the earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling policy in wireless environment and the 
effect of that on the packet delay performance. The simulation results show that TFOL 
bias users with relatively good channel condition have improved system performance. The 
results also show that users with bad channel condition have a worse performance in packet 
delay distribution. The EDF which works well in wire-line networks does not perform well 
in wireless networks on packet delay performance. To overcome the shortage in TFOL al-
gorithm we propose a new scheme which considers both channel condition of user and also 
the packet delay. The simulation results show that the new scheme works well with respect 
to both system performance improvement and the balance of packet delay distribution. 
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4.1 System Model 
In this section we consider the forward link of time slotted code division multiple access 
(TDMA) cell that supports real time data users [2]. The scheduler in the base station 
dominates the downlink transmissions in this system. In our system the total transmission 
power is treated as a system resource constraint and user's power consumption per unit 
data rate is the indication of its channel condition. The total transmission power is limited 
to 1 in any cell. 
In our model we consider the following: 
• The wireless channel is a time-varying process driven by user mobility and channel 
shadowing. A Markov chain is used to model the fading process of users' channeL 
• We normalize the transmission power and generate the mean of users ' power con-
sumption per unit data rate which is the same as [2]. 
• We also assume that all base stations transmit signals at maximum power at all 
times. 
• Iext is the relative out-of-cell interference. The interference Iext that a user expe-
riences is a random variable, which is distributed over all positions in the cell and 
over log-normal fading. 
• We used the assumption made in [2]. The assumption is that each base station has 
a maximum transmit power of 2, but only half of this power is dedicated to data. 
The in-cell interference is also simply assumed to be equal to the in-cell received 
power. The target signal-to-interference ratio t, is assumed to be 7dB and system 
bandwidth is 4MHz . 
• We use the equation: 
Eb Bandwidth 
= T ·tR t [Signal-to-Noise Ratio] 10 ransmz a e ( 4.1) 
to generate the mean of users' power consumption per unit data rate. The mean 
power consumption per unit data rate is tabulated in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: Users' Mean Power Consumption per unit data rate (N=16) [2] 
UserID ci(Wjbps) UserID Ci(Wjbps) 
1 2.508 x 10-6 9 4.307 X 10-6 
2 2.518 X 10-6 10 4.533 X 10-6 
3 2.518 X 10-6 11 5.229 X 10-6 
4 2.598 X 10-6 12 6.482 x 10-6 
5 2.771 x 10-6 13 6.635 x 10-6 
6 2.924 X 10-6 14 7.257 x 10-6 
7 3.623 x 10-6 15 7.395 x 10-6 
8 4.142 X 10-6 16 7.470 x 10-6 
In this chapter we are mainly interested in scheduling users with time sensitive traffic 
under the wireless channel condition, so we assume: 
1. Traffic model: we assume that there are N = 16 users in the system and packets 
for each mobile user are generated by a Possion process. The flow of packets is 
generated at the rate 28packets j s and the packet size is constant, 1024 bits, which 
corresponds to the typical rate required for the real time users like audio [31]. 
2. Wireless channel model: because the wireless channel is a time-varying process driven 
by user mobility and channel shadowing we model the fading process of users' channel 
by a five states Markov chain. The state-transition diagram for the channel model 
is given in 4.1. The average system capacity is 219kbps. 
4.2 The Temporal Fairness Opportunist ic Scheduling Algo-
rithm of Long Term and EDF Scheduling Algorithm 
In this section we firstly define two scheduling algorithms - temporal fairness opportunistic 
scheduling algorithm of long term (TFOL) and the earliest deadline delay first (EDF) . 
Then we simulate those two algorithms in the system we described in section 4.1 to examine 
the packet delay distribution and packet drop ration by these two algorithms. 
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Figure 4.1: Five State-Markov Chain Model 
4.2.1 Definition of algorithm 
The temporal fairness opportunistic scheduling algorithm in the long term 
(TFOL): From chapter 3 we know that the objective of TFOL algorithm is to maximize 
the system performance under the temporal fairness constraint. The optimal policy is: 
QCT) = argmaxCri + Vi) 
i 
(4.2) 
The parameter Vi is updated in each time slot using the stochastic approximation method, 
which is stated in Section 3.1.2. So in every time slot the base station estimates each user 
i f s parameter Vi and then selects one user to transmit according to the equation 4.2. 
The earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling algorithm: intuitively in every time 
slot the base station chooses to serve the user for which the deadline of the packet at the 
top of the queue is closest: 
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In equation 4.3 the parameter di is the delay experienced by the head of packet since 
its entrance to the user if s queue in the base station, l is users' delay vector, Di is the 
deadline or delay threshold of user i . 
4.2.2 Simulation results 
The main purposes of our experiments are to examine packet delay distribution and packet 
loss ratio in TFOL algorithm and EDF policy. In TFOL algorithm we consider all users 
to have the same system resource requirements, (i.e. ¢i = ¢j for any i i= j) . 
• Packet delay distribution: in TFOL algorithm all users would be allocated the 
same portion of system resource (time slot). In Table 4.1 with ID = 1 user has 
the smallest mean power consumption per unit data rate (good channel condition) 
and with I D = 16 user has the largest mean power consumption per unit data rate 
(bad channel condition). Hence, providing the same number of time slots, user one 
would have better performance in packet delay than user sixteen. Fig. 4.2 shows the 
packet delay distribution for user one and user sixteen. The result shows that our 
analysis of user one having a much better performance in packet delay than user 
sixteen is correct. In the EDF, the user 's delay is the only parameter to affect the 
performance in packet delay. Hence packet delay distributions for users who have 
different channel conditions would not deviate too much. Fig. 4.3 shows the packet 
delay distribution of user one and user sixteen in the EDF. User one (best channel 
condition) and user sixteen (worst channel condition) have almost the same packet 
delay distribution but both users perform worse when compared to TFOL scheme. 
• Packet's drop ratio: the packet drop ratios under different deadlines in TFOL 
scheduling algorithm are shown in Fig. 4.4. As the deadline increases the packet 
drop ratio of both users (one and sixteen) decreases. User one still performs better 
than user sixteen in terms of packet drop ratio because if they are given the same 
system resource (time slots) user one with good channel condition would transmit 
more data than user sixteen with relatively bad channel condition. 
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Figure 4.2: The packet delay violation probability of user 1 with the best channel condition 
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Figure 4.3: The packet delay violation probability of user 1 with best channel condition 
and user 16 with the worst channel condition in the EDF scheduling algorithm when the 
deadline is 700ms. 
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Figure 4.4: The packet drop ratio of user 1 and user 16 when the deadline changes from 
o to 1000ms in TFOL algorithm. 
4.2.3 Discussion 
Through the simulation results we found that: 
• TFOL algorithm is unfair in terms of packet delay. The user who always experiences 
relatively good channel condition performs much better than the user who always 
experiences bad channel condition in packet delay and packet drop ratio. The reason 
is that the temporal fairness opportunistic scheduling algorithm only considers the 
user 's channel condition and the fairness constraint when the base station allocates 
the time slot. 
• Although the EDF ensures that the packet delay distribution for each user is compa-
rable, the overall packet delay distribution that each user experiences is worse than 
that of TFOL algorithm. So it does not work well in packet delay under wireless 
environment. This is because the EDF does not take user 's channel condition into 
account. 
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Based on these results, we are introducing a new scheduling policy that takes into consid-
eration both the user 's channel condition and packet delay. 
4.3 Delay Concerned Opportunistic Scheduling 
In this section we propose a new scheduling scheme to balance the user's packet delay 
performances while increasing the system performance. In the new scheduling scheme we 
take both the user 's channel conditions and packet delay into account. 
4.3.1 A New Scheme 
The new scheme is expressed mathematically by the equation: 
- di Ci 
Q(d, C) = arg~ax( Di x Ci) 
Where: 
Di :The deadline of packets in user queue in base station. 
di :Delay experienced by the head of packet in user if s packet 's queue. 
Ci : The power requirement per unit data rate of user i. 
Ci :The mean power consumption per unit data rate of user i. 
( 4.4) 
The user if s mean power consumption per unit data rate Ci is shown in Table 4.1, which is 
constant. The packet delay and user channel condition have the same power in the equa-
tion 4.4. When a certain queue has its HoL (head of line) packet waiting in the base station 
for a relatively long period, the weight of delay t: in the equation would grow significantly 
due to the contribution of di until it overcomes the other factor ~; in 4.4. This factor is 
to balance the user's packet delay difference and decrease packet drop ratio. On the other 
hand, when all users' HoL packet delays are almost the same, i.e. their waiting times to 
deadline is close, the factor Dd; will be common to all users, another factor c; dominates 
, c; 
the equation. So the policy reduces to a proportional fairness algorithm which exploits 
the diversity of user's channel condition to improve the system performance. 
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4.3.2 Simulation Results 
In this section we use the new scheme to calculate the packet delay distribution, packet 
drop ratio, temporal fairness, user performance and system performance respectively. The 
simulation results of the proposed algorithm are then compared with those when using 
TFOL algorithm and the EDF scheduling algorithm . 
• Packet delay distribution: in Fig. 4.5 we draw the packet delay distribution using 
TFOL algorithm and the new scheme. We calculate the delay distribution for dead-
line value of 700ms, 800ms, 900ms and lOOOms respectively. Fig. 4.5 shows that the 
difference between user one (best channel condition) and user sixteen (worst channel 
condition) in packet delay distribution decreases tremendously when compared to 
TFOL algorithm. This is because our new algorithm not only takes the user's chan-
nel condition into account but also considers user's packet delay. In TFOL algorithm 
the base station has to allocate the system resource (time slots) to the user with good 
channel condition to meet the fairness constraint even though it already has better 
performance in packet delay. As a result a user with bad channel condition cannot 
have extra system resource to compensate for the poor performance in packet delay. 
But in the new scheme because the packet delay is considered, user's channel con-
dition and packet delay have the same power. Extra system resource is allocated to 
users with bad channel condition to increase its packet delay performance. In the 
new scheme the fairness in resource allocation will be compromised (we will explain 
this point later) . 
• Packet drop ratio: As expected, the packet drop ratio of user one (best channel 
condition) and sixteen (worst channel condition) tends to zero as the deadline in-
creases as shown in Fig. 4.6 . The packet drop rate due to the deadline violation has 
a direct relationship to the packet delay distribution. In the new scheme the packet 
delay and user's channel condition are considered equally. Though, if the delay char-
acteristics of all users are about the same, then the algorithm will be reduced to the 
proportional fairness scheduling algorithm. The fairness in this algorithm is still the 
second consideration while in TFOL algorithm the fairness in resource (time slots) 
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Figure 4.5: The packet delay violation probability of user one who has the best channel 
condition and user sixteen who has the worst channel condition in TFOL algorithm and 
new scheme when the deadline is 700, 800, 900, 1000 ms respectively. 
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Figure 4.6: The packet drop ratio of user one and user sixteen when the deadline changes 
from 0 to 1000 in TFOL algorithm and new scheme respectively. 
allocation and user's channel condition remain the first concern. So in TFOL, in 
order to meet the fairness , the base station has to allocate time slots to users with 
good channel conditions though its packet drop ratio is low. 
• Fairness: TFOL algorithm is designed for the fairness of system resource allocation. 
The new scheme is more concerned with the packet delay than the fairness. Time 
slot allocation with 200ms deadline is displayed in Fig. 4.7. In TFOL algorithm all 
users' system resource requirements are the same. So, in the graph the time slots 
allocated to different users in TFOL are more even than those in the new scheme. 
If users are assumed always on and the simulation is run on user level, the number 
of time slots allocated to different users is almost equal [64] using TFOL algorithm. 
In Fig. 4.7 there are deviations from the ideal one on the time slot allocation in 
TFOL algorithm because if there are no packets in the queue of users with good 
channel conditions the time slots have to be allocated to users with bad channel 
conditions, which causes the fairness violation. On the other hand, packet delay 
and user 's channel condition are the main influencing factors in the new scheme. 
Accordingly, packets allocated to users are quite different. Users with bad channel 
conditions (user 16, 15, 14, 13) receive more time slots to guarantee that their packet 
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Figure 4.7: The number of time slots allocated to sixteen users in TFOL algorithm and the 
new scheme respectively when the deadline is 700 ms, the left bar is by TFOL algorithm 
and right bar is by the new scheme. 
delay distribution does not vary too much from users with good channel conditions. 
This means that the new scheme sacrifices the fairness to gain the balance in the 
users ' packet delay distribution. To examine how TFOL and the new scheme work 
in temporal fairness criterion, we define the fairness deviation factor: 
ry = t 11 - Time slots allocated in algorithm I 
. <Pi x Total time slots 
t=l 
(4.5) 
The fairness deviation under different deadline is shown in Fig. 4.8. The deviation 
factor by using TFOL algorithm is always lower than 0.1, when using our new scheme 
it is approximately 0.5. This is because when the difference of users ' packet delay 
performances is large, the time slots would be allocated to users with poor packet 
delay performances as compensation. 
• System performance & user performance: In the new scheme the users' chan-
nel conditions are considered to improve the system performance. Accordingly 
the system performance and user 's performance should be greater than those non-
opportunistic scheduling algorithms (EDF, Round Robin, Short remained time first 
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Figure 4.8: The fairness deviation factor TJ in TFOL algorithm and new scheme under the 
deadline from 100 to 1000. 
and so on). In our simulations, throughput is used to stand for performance. Fig. 4.9 
and Fig. 4.10 show the user's performance and system performance in TFOL algo-
rithm, EDF and the new scheme, respectively. As expected both the system per-
formance and user's performance achieved in the new scheme are much higher than 
the EDF (non-opportunistic scheduling), with gains of 25% to 146%. But user's 
performance and system performance achieved in TFOL algorithm are better than 
in the new scheme. This is because more time slots are allocated to users with poor 
channel conditions (like user sixteen) to improve their performance in packet delay. 
This means that the packet delay is stricter than the fairness constraint so the new 
scheme has less chance of exploiting the users' channel diversity than TFOL scheme. 
Another observation is that although more time slots are allocated to user 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16 which is shown in Fig. 4.7, but in 4.9 these users' performances are not 
better than that of other users. So in the wireless communication environment more 
resource allocated to users does not mean that these users are guaranteed to get 
better performance. This is because the users ' channel conditions are not stable 
(constant), ifresource is given to users when their channel conditions are poor, they 
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Figure 4.9: User's performance (average throughput) by TFOL algorithm, EDF, the new 
scheme under the deadline 700ms, respectively, the middle bar is by EDF, the left bar is 
by TFOL and the right bar is by the new scheme. 
can not gain higher performance and the resource is wasted. So the temporal fairness 
constraint does not really work with wireless environment. 
4.3.3 Discussion 
In this section we introduce a new scheduling scheme which considers both user 's channel 
condition and packet delay. From the simulation results we observed: 
• The new scheme takes both user's channel condition and user's packet delay into 
account. Hence the delay of users with different channel condition is balanced. 
Meanwhile user 's performance is increased by exploiting users ' channel diversity 
compared to the non-opportunistic scheduling algorithm (EDF). 
• Although the new scheme works well in balancing users ' packet delay, the temporal 
fairness criterion is compromised. The system performance is not maximized com-
pared to TFOL algorithm because the delay constraint is stricter than the fairness 
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Figure 4.10: System throughput in TFOL algorithm, EDF, the new scheme respectively, 
x axis is packet deadline, y axis is system throughput . 
constraint. 
• In the wireless environment, users receiving more resource does not guarantee that 
they would achieve a better performance. 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter firstly the performance of temporal fairness opportunistic scheduling al-
gorithm in the long term and the EDF scheduling algorithm in packet delay and packet 
drop ratio are given. TFOL algorithm biases users with good channel condition in packet 
delay and packet drop ratio. The EDF scheduling algorithm does not work well in delay 
under the wireless channel circumstance. So a new scheme which considers both user's 
channel condition and packet delay is proposed. Through the analysis and simulation we 
prove that the new scheme works well in both packet delay and packet drop ratio. But 
there are also some shortages to this algorithm. Firstly, to guarantee the balance of packet 
delay distribution between users with good channel condition and users with bad channel 
condition the new algorithm has to sacrifice the fairness. Secondly, because the delay con-
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straint is stricter than the fairness constraint, the system performance gain achieved by 
new scheme is lower than TFOL algorithm. Finally, we observe that the temporal fairness 
constraint does not fit wireless environment because it cannot guarantee that every user 
would obtain a certain performance although under this constraint every user 's system 
resource (time slots in our system) requirement is fulfilled. So, in the next chapter we will 




algorithm under the utilitarian 
fairness constraint in multiple 
wireless channel system 
In wire-line network, when a certain amount of resource is assigned to a user, it guarantees 
that the user gets some amount of performance, but in wireless network this point is 
different because channel conditions are different among users. So in wireless channel the 
user 's performance is not related directly to the system resource allocated to it as we 
discussed in chapter 4. Furthermore, providing service differentiation in wireless networks 
has attracted much attention in recent research. Existing studies so far have focused on 
the design of scheduling algorithm in the wireless network in which only a single user 
can access the channel at a given time slot, i.e. , time division multiple access (TDMA) . 
However, emerging spread spectrum high-speed data networks utilize multiple channel via 
orthogonal codes [5] or frequency-hopping patterns such that multiple users can transmit 
concurrently. There has not been much work done about the scheduling algorithm in the 
multiple wireless channel networks. Finally the opportunistic scheduling mechanism for 
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wireless communication networks is gaining popularity because it utilizes the "multi-user 
diversity" to maximize the system performance. 
So, considering the above mentioned three points we propose the utilitarian fairness 
scheduling algorithm in this chapter. Utilitarian fairness is to guarantee that every user 
can get at least a fixed fraction of system performance which is pre-defined. Hence the 
proposed algorithm is suitable in wireless networks. We also use the opportunistic schedul-
ing mechanism to maximize system performance under the utilitarian fairness constraint. 
Simulation results show that the new scheme works very well in both utilitarian fairness 
and utilitarian efficiency of system resource. 
5.1 Utilitarian Fairness and System Model 
This section starts by introducing the utilitarian fairness criterion and then the system 
model will be described. The utilitarian fairness is more general than the CPS fairness. 
We will prove that the CPS fairness criterion is a special case of the utilitarian fairness 
criterion. In this chapter, as in chapter 4, we will consider the T-CDMA system. However, 
in chapter 4 the whole system power is allocated to one user in one time slot, so only a 
single user is selected by the base station in one time slot. In this chapter we consider the 
situation where, on anyone time slot , the base station can select multiple users. 
5.1.1 Utilitarian Fairness 
The utilitarian fairness criterion is defined in 2.2.1. In our system we use throughput to 
evaluate user and system performance. The utilitarian fairness constraint is used to ensure 
that every user gets at least a pre-allocated fraction of the system performance. This can 
be formulated by the following equation: 
where EO is the expectation function. E (r i x I{Q(T)=i}) is user i's performance and 
E (rQ(T) ) is system performance in long term under the scheduling policy Q(fj. 
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Table 5 1· Users' Mean Power Consumption per unit data rate (N=16) [2] . . 
UserID C;(Wjbps) UserID C;(Wjbps) UserID C;(Wjbps) UserID 
1 7.470 x 10-6 5 6.482 X 10-6 9 4.142 X 10-6 13 
2 7.395 x 10-6 6 5.229 x 10-6 10 3.623 x 10-6 14 
3 7.257 x 10-6 7 4.533 X 10-6 11 2.924 X 10-6 15 
4 6.635 x 10-6 8 4.307 x 10-6 12 2.771 x 10-6 16 
5.1.2 System Model 
C;(Wjbps) 
2.598 x 10-6 
2.518 x 10-6 
2.518 x 10-6 
2.508 x 10-6 
We consider scheduling problem for a wireless T-CDMA system accessed by multiple 
users in which a centralized scheduler at the base station controls downlink scheduling. In 
data CDMA system, a number of higher-rate orthogonal channels are available for data 
transmission (typically fewer than the number of users) . In this chapter, total transmission 
power is considered to be the system resource constraint while the power requirement per 
unit data rate is used as an indication of a user's channel condition. Consider N users 
accessing the system such that user i has a set of possible transmitting rates in time slot k 
given by ri(k) E {O, rI(k),· ·· , r['1 (k)}, where (M + 1) denotes the number of the possible 
rates for user i , and rate ° indicates that the user is not scheduled at that time slot. In time 
slot k, user i experiences a certain wireless channel condition C;(k) abstracted as a power 
consumption per unit data rate in order to guarantee a certain SINR. In this chapter we 
use the same way as section 4.1 to generate C;(k) and we also normalize the total power 
to 1 and assume there are 16 users in the system(this system model is firstly used in [2]). 
The users mean power consumption per unit data rate C;(k) is calculated and listed in 
Table 5.1. We assume that the user data rate is equal to Transmission power 
power consumptton per Utt data rate 
Because c;(k) is a random process reflecting the user 's channel condition as driven by user 
mobility and channel shadowing, we model c;(k ) using a five states Markov chain. The 
state-transition diagram for the channel model is given in Fig. 5.1. 
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Figure 5.l: Five State-Markov Chain Model 
5.2 Problem Formulation 
The multi-channel scheduling problem is to select the time slot, channels, and rates for 
the transmission of queued users. The objective of our scheduling policy is to maximize 
the system performance subject to the utilitarian fairness constraint and system resource 
constraint (in our system the power and time slots are the system resource). Because we 
use the power consumption per unit data rate Ci( k) as the indication of channel condition, 
the problem can be stated as: 
maxmizeE(rQ(T) ) 
QE(} 
Subject to 1. E(ri x I{Q(T)=i}) ~ <p x E(rQ(T))' i E N 
N 
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where e is the set of feasible policies, E(rQ(T) ) = "Lf:l Eh x I{Q(T)=i}) is system perfor-
mance, p is the system power (in our system p = 1) , and Ci (k) x r i (k) is user if s power 
consumption in time slot k when it is scheduled in data rate ri(k). Equation 5.3 represents 
the mathematic form of the utilitarian fairness constraint and Equation 5.4 represents the 
system power constraint. If the system has other constraints, they can be added into this 
scheduling optimization problem. 
5.3 A New Scheduling Policy 
We define an optimal policy as: 
At the beginning of the time slot the base station selects users to transmit based on the 
following equation: 
v ·(k) 
Q(f') = argmax(~( )) = argmaxiEs(ri(k) x vi(k)) 
iES Ci k 
(5.5) 
Then S = S/ i (5.6) 
Then select : ri = max(O, r} , ... , rfA) as user if s data rate (5.7) 
if L Ci(k) x ri(k) < 1, i E user has been selected, then repeat 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 (5.8) 
In equation 5.5 Vi is a parameter related to user i and is decided by user if s fairness 
parameter 'Pi and user if s channel condition. We use the stochastic approximation method 
to estimate it in every time slot. This method will be introduced in the next section. In 
this chapter we consider the case when in one time slot several users can be selected by 
the base station to be served. At beginning of every time slot the base station sorts users 
according to the value of ri(k) x vi(k), rl (k) x vdk) > r2 (k) > .. . > rN(k) x vN(k) . Then 
scheduler chooses data rate ri = max(O, r; , · ·· , rfA) beginning with ordered user 1 and 
proceeding sequentially until user j so that the maximum power limit is reached. 
In the algorithm, the function of parameter Vi is to control the resource allocation to 
satisfy every user's performance requirement. If Vi > minj (Vj ) , then the user if s channel 
condition is worse and its performance does not reach its required value 'Pi x E(rQ(T)). 
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So the scheduler has to allocate another user 's resource to it. On the other hand, if 
E(ri x I{Q(f)=i}) > <Pi x E(rQ(f)) , then user i gets more performance than its minimum 
requirement. So the user cannot take advantage of other users. In this algorithm the 
scheduler only allocates the required resource to the users with bad channel conditions to 
guarantee that they get their required system performance. The extra resource is given to 
the users with relatively good channel conditions. This is the meaning of "opportunistic" . 
We set a = 1- "Lf:l <Pi. We call a tuning factor . Under the optimal policy, higher value a 
which is brought on by decreasing the performance requirements of users with bad channel 
conditions will gain higher system performance. When a = 1, our scheduling algorithm 
is changed to the Greedy Scheduling Algorithm. The smaller its value, it is harder to 
satisfy all users' performance requirements, less extra resource allocated to the users with 
relatively good channel conditions to increase the whole system performance. We will 
prove this point in the simulation. 
According to [5~l, several propositions can be derived: 
Proposition 1 If a = 0, the utilitarian fairness opportunistic scheduling satisfies the 
GPS fairness constraint as well. 
P roof: Because of a = 0, we have "Lf:l <Pi = 1. Under our scheduling scheme for any user 
i its performance should be E(ri x I{Q(f)=i}) = <Pi x E(rQ(f)), otherwise it is infeasible. 
So the GPS fairness constraint holds: 
(5.9) 
to user i, j , i i= j 
P rop osition 2 The difference between two users in performance in the utilitarian fairness 
opportunistic scheduling scheme has the high and low bound, which can be stated below: 
<Pi < E(ri x I{Q(f)=i}) < (<pi + a) 
(<pi + a) - E (rj x I{Q(f)=j} ) - <Pj (5.10) 
Proof: The largest fraction of system performance that user i can get is (<pi + a) if other 
users get exactly the fraction of system performance they are pre-allocated. The mini-
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mum fraction of system performance that user i can achieve is <Pi which is pre-allocated, 
otherwise the utilitarian fairness constraint would be violated. So there is a high and low 
bound in the difference of performance between two users, which is stated in 5.10. 
P roposition 3 Increasing the performance requirements of users who always experience 
bad channel conditions will impair the system performance. 
Proof: The system performance can be expressed as: 
(5.11) 
So if user i with bad channel condition (small Eh x I{Q(f)=i} ) has a large performance 
requirement (large <Pi) it will compromise the whole system performance significantly. 
5.4 Parameter Estimation 
In the scheduling process the base station needs to estimate and update users' param-
eters at every time slot as mentioned above. The parameter vector v is related to the 
fairness constraint and user 's performance distribution. In practice this distribution 
is not priorly known and we therefore need to estimate it. We still use the stochas-
tic approximation method to do this job. To estimate and update users ' parameters 
v = {VI, V2, ... ,V N} via stochastic approximation method, we firstly need to define a 
function: f(v) = {fI(vd , !2(V2),··· , fN(VN)} = {O, 0,· ·· ,O} , where the function f is: 
E(G) E(G) 
f(Vi ) = (<pi - E (r» = (<pi - 'Lt' E(rj») (5.12) 
where E (ri) = E(ri x I{Q(f)=i}) and E (r) = E (rQ(f). Now updating the users' parameters 
is converted to find the root of function f . The stochastic approximation is an effective 
technique for finding the root of function f(-) = 0. Suppose we try to solve the root of 
the function f(x ) = 0, where f is a continuous function and a vector with one root vector 
x. Via the stochastic approximation method the root of f(x ) can be estimated recursively 
by the equation: 
(5.13) 
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where ak is the step size which is 0.01 in our simulation. If we can not obtain the value 
f (x k ) directly, we can use a noise measurement of f(x k ) , i.e. yk = f(x k ) + ek where ek is 
noise and E(ek ) = 0 (ek is white noise). Then the algorithm: 
(5.14) 
converges to the root of function f (x) with probability 1 (for detail please read [60]). 
h E (r ix I { Q(i')- i } ) d' tl b 't' 1 d h In equation 5.12 we can not measure t e "N E ( . 1- .) lrec y ecause 1 mc u es t e 
L." j = l rJ X Q (f")=J 
expected value. But we have the observed value (noisy value): 
k l'i (k) 
y = ('Pi - " N T '(k )) 
6)=1 ) 
(5 .15) 
where Ti(k) is the estimated value of user expected throughput (performance) at time slot 
k. We update l'i(k) by an exponentially weighted low-pass filter at the beginning of every 
time slot. 
(5.16) 
Where 7jJ is a filter parameter, in our simulation 'Ij; = 0.001. So users ' parameters vector v 
can be updated by the equation: 
(5.17) 
When vf = min( v;) , j = 1, 2, ... , N , we also need to guarantee that the user i f s perfor-
mance: E(ri) ~ 'Pi x E(r). Otherwise the fairness parameter vector vk is an unfeasible 
parameter set because the fairness constraint is violated for user i. To project the pa-
rameter vector vk to the feasible set, we need another way to update user if s parameter. 
Intuitively we can see that E (ri) is an increasing function of its fairness parameter Vi. So 
if vf = minj(vj) and E(ri ) < 'Pi x E(r) , we increase the value of Vi to increase the value 
of E (ri ). We use the equation: 
(5 .18) 
to update user if s fairness parameter. In our simulation b = 0.02. This method is first 
used in [59] under the single channel situation. 
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5.5 Simulation Results 
To demonstrate the new scheme in multiple wireless channel networks two scenarios are 
simulated: 
1. Discrete data rate set: in one time slot the base station selects as many users as it 
can under the condition that the total transmission power that users consume does 
not exceed p = 1 . Let T denote the finite set of data rates which the base station 
can use for a transmission. The maximum rate ri at which we can transmit signal to 
user i is given by ri = max{ ri E T, Ci x ri ~ I}. If we transmit signals to user i , we 
typically incur a waste in power of 1 - r i (k) x Ci (k) 2:: O. So this leads us to adopt the 
utilitarian fairness scheduling algorithm to the multiple wireless channel networks 
under the discrete set of data rates. The transmission rate ri(k) at time slot k is 
vk vk vk assigned as follows. Firstly we generate the sorted list: iT0 < ~ < . .. < cNTk). 
For p > 0 and e > 0, we define the function r(p; e) = max{ri(k) E T : ef x ri(k) ~ p} 
.Then the rate ri(k) assigned to mobile i is computed iteratively by use of r~ = 
r(l ; e~)and rf = r(l - L~:'~ rj x ej ; en The set of data rate T for our simulation is 
{614.4, 307.2, 153.6, 76.8 ,38.4,19.2,9.6, O} ,where all rates are in kbps. 
2. Continuous rate set: the base station supports continuous data rate set [0,00), then 
in every time slot the whole transmission power is only given to one user. In the 
system the data rate to the selected user in one time slot is equal to transmission 
power (in our system it is equal to 1) divided by its power consumption per unit 
data rate, which can be expressed as: ri(k) = l / Ci(k). Other users ' data rates are o. 
5.5.1 Simulation Procedure 
In our system, in order to make the decision, the base station needs to obtain information 
of each data rate (channel condition) at the beginning of the time slot. The performance 
value of a user can be estimated either by the user or by the base station, based on 
the channel condition from the pilot signal. Here we focus on the downlink system in 
wireless communication networks, so the users will measure the received pilot signal from 
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base-station and the inference, then users measure their own data rates from their SINR 
(signal to noise plus interference ratio) . After these steps, users transmit their data rate 
information to the base station via the feedback channel. In data CDMA systems, a 
number of higher-rate orthogonal channels are allocated to users. In this chapter, the 
scheduling algorithm in multiple wireless channel system is to decide which users should 
be selected and in which data rate as well as how much power should be allocated to them. 
Our simulation system works according to the followings steps: 
l. User will measure the received power level from the central base station via the pilot 
signal, and the interference power received from neighbouring cells. Then, based on 
these measurements, the user calculates its own power per unit data bit consumption. 
2. Users transmit their power per unit data rate consumption information to the base 
station. Then by ~:~~j , the base station generates the sorted list: 
3. Base station selects the data rate in the data rate set which we have defined in the 
last part to serve the user from the beginning of the sorted list until the total power 
limit (in our system it is 1) is reached. 
4. Base station updates users ' fairness parameter vector v by the stochastic approxi-
mation algorithm. 
In the second step after the base station selects user i , the base station will try to allocate 
the maximum data rate to the user ,r i (k) = Max (r) . If this causes the total power 
consumption exceed 1,Lj Cj x rj + C;. x ri > l(j is the user who has been selected by base 
station). Then the base station will try the second largest data rate and so on. If no value 
in the data rate set fits the current user , its data rate will be zero. 
The system performs the steps above at the beginning of every time slot. We consider 
traffic in which all flows are continuously backlogged such that the achieved fairness and 
system performance is totally related to the scheduling process and the channel condition 
without any other factors due to traffic fluctuation. 
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5.5 .2 Simulation Results 
In our simulation we consider performance and fairness as our main measures. The simu-
lation consists of the following: 
l. How our new scheme works on utilitarian fairness constraint . 
2. User 's performance and system performance. 
3. The impact of tuning factor a , a = 1 - L[:l 'Pi, on the system performance. 
4. How the performance requirements of users who experience poor channel conditions 
impacts on the system performance. 
5. The efficiency of the system resource utilization in the new scheme. 
• Fairness: In this subsection we examine the fairness performance for our scheduling 
algorithm. We have four sets of users ' performance requirements which are tabulated 
in Table 5.2. We separate users into four groups. And, in each group us~r 1 4, 
user 5 8, user 9 12, user 13 16 have the same performance requirements. We run 
simulation 1000000 time slots. From Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, we observe that 
for each user their performance requirements are fulfilled. Meanwhile user 16 gets 
much more performance than its performance requirement. The reason is that after 
each user 's performance requirement is reached, the scheduler would give the extra 
resource to users who experience good channel conditions (low power per unit data 
rate consumption). User 16 has more chance to experience good channel condition 
(from Table 5.2). In Fig. 5.2, when Li=l NCPi = 1 in which the utilitarian fairness is 
converted to CPS fairness criterion, we observe our new scheduling scheme satisfies 
CPS fairness constraint. 
• System performance & tuning factor a: To examine how the tuning factor a 
influences the system performance we use the same set of user performance require-
ments as in Table 5.3. Fig 5.6 displays that as the tuning factor a increases the 
system performance increases accordingly. When a = 0, the system performance 
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Table 5 2· User's performance requirement cP ..
<PI rv CP4(U serl rv 4) 
CP5 rv cps(U ser5 rv 8) 
cPg rv CP12(U ser9 rv 12) 
CPI3 rv CPI6(U ser13 rv 16) 
Summation 
Tuning factor a 
o User's performance 
requirement 










0.02 0.03 0.05 
0.02 0.03 0.05 
0.05 0.05 0.05 
0.1 0.1 0.1 
0.76 0.84 1 
0.24 0.16 0 
2 3 :) 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 11 15 16 
User 10 
Figure 5.2: User average performance when 2:~1 = 0.72, a = 0.28 
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Figure 5.4: User average performance when 2:{:1 = 0.84, a = 0.16 
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Figure 5.5: User average performance when 2:[:1 = 0.84, a = 0.16 
Table 5 3' User's performance requirement 'P ..
'PI rv 'P4 (U serl rv 4) 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.01 
'Ps rv 'Ps(U ser5 rv 8) 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 
'Pg rv 'P12 (U ser9 rv 12) 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.03 
'P13 rv 'P16(U ser13 rv 16) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Summation 1 0.88 0.76 0.64 








reaches the minimum value. As we show in the last section when a = 0 our schedul-
ing scheme agrees with the CPS fairness constraint, so there is a trade-off between 
the improvement of the system performance and CPS fairness constraint. 
• Sy stem performance & user performance requirem e nt : In Table 5.1 user 1 
has the worst channel condition while user 16 has the best channel condition. To 
examine how the user 's requirement of performance influences the system perfor-
mance, we change the set in Table 5.2 to those sets in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 and 
then compare the system performance. The results shown in Fig. 5.7 indicate that , 
under the same tuning factor, as the performance requirement for the user who ex-
periences poor channel condition (user one) increases, the system performance drops 
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Figure 5.6: System average performance when tuning factor changes 
Table 5 4· User 's performance requirement <P .. 
<PI rv <P4(User1 rv 4) 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 
<P5 rv <ps(U ser5 rv 8) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
<pg rv <P12(U ser9 rv 12) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
<P13 rv <P16(User13 rv 16) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Summation 0.72 0.76 0.8 0.88 
Tuning factor a 0.28 0.24 0.2 0.12 
• 
drastically. The results also show that as the performance requirement for the user 
who experiences relatively good channel condition (user sixteen) increases the system 
performance does not change much. This is because although the performance re-
quirements for those users that always experience good channel conditions increases, 
there is not a great increase of the system performance since the tuning factor de-
creases. In other words, no matter whether we increase performance requirements 
for those users that experience good channel conditions the extra resource would be 
allocated to them. 
• Resource Utilization Efficiency: To test how efficiently our algorithm allocates 
the resource to users we implement the second set of simulation. We assume the 
system supports continuous data rate. So in every time slot only one user is picked 
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Table 5 5' User's performance requirement 'P . . 
'PI '" 'P4 (U serl '" 4) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
'P5 '" 'P8 (U ser5 '" 8) 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
'P9 '" 'P12(U ser9 '" 12) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
'P13 '" 'P16(U serl3 '" 16) 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.14 
Summation 0.72 0.76 0.8 0.88 
Tuning factor a 0.28 0.24 0.2 0.12 
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Figure 5.7: System performance when user one's and users sixteen's performance require-
ments are increased, respectively. 
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Figure 5.8: Resource Utilization Efficiency (The bottom bar is the efficiency in Round 
Robin policy. The top bar is the efficiency improvement of our scheme compared to 
Round Robin policy) . 
up by the base station, which can show us how the algorithm clearly allocates the 
system resource-time slot. The initial requirement of the system performance is the 
same as in Table 5.2. To examine the utilization efficiency of the resource (time slots) 
d fi ( ffi . User Performance(throughput) ) d 1 . 1 h we e ne: e clency = User Resource Consumption(time slots) an we a so Slmu ate t e 
non-opportunistic scheduling algorithm Round Robin for comparison. In this section 
user 's resource consumption is the allocated time slots not the power. Fig, 5.8 shows 
that the resource utilization of our new scheme is much higher than no opportunistic 
scheduling algorithm. 
5 .6 Conclusion 
In this chapter we formulated the opportunistic scheduling problem in multiple wireless 
channel communication networks under the utilitarian fairness constraint. The optimal 
algorithm for this problem is proposed and analysed. By considering the power consump-
tion over different channels by different users , the algorithm maximizes system perfor-
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mance while satisfying the utilitarian fairness constraint. Simulation results show the new 
scheduling policy works well in both maximizing system performance and maintaining the 
utilitarian fairness constraint. 
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Conclusion and Future work 
With the increase in demand for quality of service, more attention has been paid to the 
efficient utilization of the limited resource in wireless systems. Dift'erent techniques have 
been developed on the resource allocation in wireless networks, such as admission control, 
power control and handoft'. Scheduling is an important technique among them because it 
controls the order of service for each individual user. However, the scheduling techniques 
employed in wireline networks are not applicable to the wireless networks because of the 
unique characteristics in wireless channels such as bursty errors and location-dependent, 
multiuser diversity and time-varying channel conditions. 
6.1 Conclusion 
Two classes of scheduling algorithms have been proposed in wireless systems [1], [59] . 
The first one is to adapt the wireline scheduling algorithms to the wireless environment, 
we call it WEWS, and the other one is opportunistic scheduling algorithms. In chapter 
2, we explain their structures. Compared to WEWS, opportunistic scheduling algorithms 
can take advantage of characteristics of wireless channel. So we choose opportunistic 
scheduling algorithm as our main research topic. 
The opportunistic scheduling algorithms can exploit the time-varying channel conditions 
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to improve the system performance. For example, the base station selects the user with the 
best channel condition every time as it will maximize the system performance. However, 
this will make some users, with relatively bad channel conditions, starve from the resource 
access, which is unfair. So the opportunistic scheduling algorithms should maintain some 
form of fairness while exploiting the wireless channel conditions to improve the system 
performance. In chapter 3 the opportunistic scheduling problem under the temporal fair-
ness constraint is studied. We observe that the temporal fairness scheduling algorithm of 
long term (TFOL) which is first proposed in [43] is actually unfair in the short term. So 
the new scheme under the temporal fairness constraint of short term is proposed. 
In chapter 4, we further simulate TFOL in packet level to study how it works on packet de-
lay distribution for different users . Earliest Deadline First (EDF) which is the benchmark 
on delay performance in wireline networks is also simulated in wireless system. Simulation 
results show that in TFOL there is a huge gap between users with good channel condi-
tion and users with bad channel condition on packet delay distribution. In EDF, both 
users with good channel condition and users with bad channel condition have almost the 
same performance on packet delay distribution, but both of them are worse than that of 
TFOL. In order to balance the packet delay distribution among different users and im-
prove the system performance in an opportunistic way, we propose a new scheme which 
takes both channel condition and packet delay into consideration, called delay-concerned 
opportunistic scheduling algorithm. 
In wireline networks, user's performance is directly related to the system resource allocated 
to them. However, in wireless systems there is no direct relationship between the resource 
and performance because of the unique characteristics in wireless channel. The temporal 
fairness we introduced in chapter 3 and chapter 4 is to guarantee a fixed fraction of 
system resource allocated to each user in the system. Hence, it does not fit wireless 
systems. The utilitarian fairness criterion is introduced in chapter 5. Under the utilitarian 
fairness criterion, each user gets at least a pre-defined fraction of system performance. A 
common assumption in chapter 3 and chapter 4 is that only a single user can access the 
channel at a given time. However, spread spectrum techniques are increasingly being 
deployed to allow multiple data users to transmit Simultaneously on a relatively small 
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number of separate high-rate channels. In particular, multiple logical channels can be 
created via different frequency hopping pattern or via orthogonal code in Code Division 
Multiple Access (CDMA). Hence in chapter 5 we consider the opportunistic scheduling in 
multiple wireless channels system (T-CDMA). We formulate the opportunistic scheduling 
problem in multiple wireless channels system and propose the optimal scheme. Several 
properties are given on this scheme. We define the tuning factor a . As a increasing, 
the system performance will increase. Furthermore, if performance requirements of users 
with bad channel condition are increased, the total system performance will be impaired 
tremendously. By considering resource consumption over different channels, the algorithm 
allows system operators to jointly optimize the transmission through multiple channels for 
total throughput maximization while maintaining the utilitarian constraints. 
Opportunistic scheduling also has its own shortages and limitations. 
1. The signaling costs involved in all opportunistic scheduling schemes are high because 
scheduling decisions inherently depend on channel conditions. Users or the base 
station need constantly to estimate the channel condition. 
2. In chapter 3 we know there is a tradeoff between the short term fairness and short 
term system performance. In general the greater the improvement in the short term 
performance, the less the short term fairness. 
3. In chapter 3 we observe the opportunistic scheduling algorithms exploit the fluctu-
ation of channel conditions, the greater the fluctuation of channel conditions, the 
larger the number of users, the better the system performance. On the other hand 
the fluctuation of channels should be slow so that users or the base station can 
estimate it in time. So this is another issue in opportunistic scheduling algorithm. 
4. 4. From chapter 4 we know the opportunistic scheduling algorithms cannot provide 
the delay bound to the real time users because it does not take packet delay into 
account. If the algorithm considers both packet delay and channel conditions, the 
system performance will be compromised. Hence, there is a tradeoff between packet 
delay and system performance. 
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6.2 Fut ure Work 
Many interesting problems are yet to be resolved in opportunistic scheduling. We know 
scheduling algorithm is an important part of resource allocation to provide high-rate data 
and quality of service in wireless networks. The opportunistic scheduling scheme in its 
current form is a network-layer problem. However, its performance is closely related to 
physical layer designs. Estimation errors occur in all opportunistic scheduling schemes. 
On the one hand, we need better understanding of the effect of channel estimation errors 
on scheduling schemes. On the other hand, it calls for better channel estimation techniques 
and smart coding schemes (e.g., incremental redundancy transmission schemes with turbo 
codes) . Further, it is also important to study the performance of opportunistic schedul-
ing in multiple antenna systems. In summary, a better understanding of physical-layer 
technologies or even cross-layer designs can be potentially beneficial. 
The opportunistic scheduling problems studied here can increase the overall effective ca-
pacity of the wireless network. This means that the network can now accommodate more 
users or higher-data-rate users. Thus, we know that keeping all else fixed, the admissable 
region of the wireless network will increase by using opportunistic scheduling schemes. A 
challenging problem that still remains is how to make intelligent admission control deci-
sions on whether or not to allow a new user into a cell. Although admission control is 
a difficult problem in wireless systems whether or not opportunistic scheduling is used, 
it is more challenging in the context of opportunistic scheduling because opportunistic 
scheduling increases the system dynamics. 
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